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I Festival At Nancy, France

Jury of High Authorities
r'i A jury composed of the high' ist authorities in theatre, cineI ,/na, and literature bestows the'
y Festival Grand Prize on the best'
, performance. The 1964 Jury was
j> ♦ presided over by Jules Remain \
of the Academic Francaise; the
3965 Jury, by Julien Duvlvfer, I
film producer, and Armand Salacrou, playwright.
|
Plays are presented In the
Grand Theatre of Nancy, a 1300
seat theatre, which represents

I
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JOE JOHNSON

Weaver Oratorical Contest
Open To All Men Students

1

Feb. 22 is the deadline on the
applications for the Weaver
Oratorical Contest. The contest
is open to all male undergraduate students in all departments.
Mr. John Welden, sponsor of
the contest, stated, "Today's
college student la supposed to
be especially articulate about
■octal and ' poHttaH-" problems.
Here Is your chance to prove
it."
Eight to Ten Minute Speech
"' The eight to ten minute speech
•\ should be timely and of original
composition. The judges will
onslder appropriateness of subject matter, originality, development and organization of
the student, interpretation and
presentation of thought, delivery, effectiveness, voice and
diction.
Entrants should register with
Mr. Weldon In Cammack 107.
Finals on March 2
The semi-final contest will be
Feb. 24 in the Combs Building.
March 2 the finals will be during the assembly.
The use of notes should be
minimized ''and each finalist
must submit a copy of his
manuscript to the chairman of
the contest, the day following
the semi-finals.
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Out-of-State Tuition
Will Be Raised To
$580 Next Fall
The tuition for ' out-of-state
students will be raised starting
next fall. The increase will be
to $880 a year at five of the state
colleges, including Eastern.' The
University of Kentucky tuition
fees for the year will be $820.
The presidents of Kentucky's
five state colleges and the state
university approved the tuition
increases. The proposed rate
changes must still be approved
by the state council on Public
Higher Education at its Feb. 23
meeting, but the council usually
follows the presidents' recommendations on such matters.
The nonresident tuition rates
at present, the rates with the
previously approved increases
and the rates with the new increase are; The University of
Kentucky (620 at the present,
has been raised to $720, and the
new increase would be $820. At
the five State colleges, the present tuition is $400 and has been
raised to $4S0 and would be raised to $580.
UK has approximately 2,500
out-of-state students this year
and about 6,700 are enrolled at
the five colleges. If that enrollment remained at the same level, the new rates would produce roughly $1.1 million in additional revenue.
Ted Gilbert, executive secretary of the council, said the presidents haVe authorized him to
present a new tuition schedule
to the council which will make
'he nonresident tuitions "eom^arable with other states and
ui nine cases even a little highr." He stated the presidents'
''Approach is fairness and e%wty" in setting new rates.

L

Quoted
matter
should be
limited to 10 percent of the total
work count. Quoted matter is
words written or spoken by a
person other than the orator.
Direct discourse, dialogue or
other stylistic devises
with
quotation marks created by the
.ofcator.-shall not be included In
the Id percent total.
The Weaver Oratorial Contest
was started In 1948 as the result of the efforts of a late board
of Regents Member, Charles F.
Weaver. Mr. Weaver's motivation for pushing the establishment of the contest was his belief that young men, particularly college students, should be as
articulate as possible. The contest, now a tradition at Eastern,
is his living memorial.

Music Department
Presents
Recital
The Eastern Department of
Music will present Mary Lewis
Akright, soprano, and Landis
Baker, pianist, in a recital in
the Foster Music Building, Tuesday evening, February 22 at 8
p.m.
Faculty members, Mrs. Akright and Mr. Baker will present
a program of varied vocal music
taken from the Baroque, Romantic, and Contemporary periods in music history. They will
be assisted by three other faculty members, Alan Staples,
violin, Miriam Oppelt, violin,
and Lyle Wolfrom, cellist.
Most recently Mrs. Akright
was heard as the soprano soloist in the 1965 Messiah on the
campus. She has had a varied
.career involving solo recital and
oratorio experiences in Kentucky, Missouri, And Michigan. Mr.
Baker has been both a soloist
and accompanist in numberous
programs on the campus.
The program is composed of
several important masterpieces
of vocal literature. Mrs. AKright
will begin her program With a
solo motet by the Baroque composer, Dietrich Bustehude. Seven songs in toe Myrten cycle will
costlnue the recital. The familiar ana irom La Boheme, Mi
chiamano Mimi, will be included.
The • final group on the program will be the monumental
"Chansons de Bilitis," composed
by Claude Debussy.. The later
cycle is a very demanding volcal
group requiring unusual skill
and technique.
There is no admission for the
program, and students, faculty,
and friends of the College arc
cordially invited to attend.'

Tryouts Held
Drum and Sandal tryouts
will be held Wednesday, Feb.
s38, at 7 p.m. in Weaver
Dance Studio.
Plans are being made for
the spring show .

age, its stage is one of the largest and best equipped in Europe.
Each group participating in
the I'V l val presents two plays.
One is a one-hour play of their
own choosing; the other is a
twenty-minute play on a theme
asri^ned by the Festival Committee.
The Festival is designed to
bring together university theatre
groups whose work is not an
imitation of professional and
commercial theatre. The use of
the same theme for all groups
for a twenty-minute presentation
is an experiment aimed at comparing the scenic styles and
creative capacity of each company.
At the 1966 Festival, the student theatre of Madrid and the
theatre of Bratislava (Czechoslovakia) were Jointly awarded
First Prize. In 1964, the winner
was the Student Theatre of Mexico.
Students Attend Many Events
In addition to the performance
given by the university theatre
groups, students will be privileged to attend seminars, concerts, exhibitions, lectures, and
receptions arranged by the Festival. ..
The Festival is sponsored by
the University Theatre of Nancy
the International Theatre Institute, the Theatre of Nations, the
International Union of University Theatres, the French National University Theatre Federation, and the' Lorrain University Cultural Center.

The House of Representatives of Regents of the four colleges
Eastern is planning additional
Wednesday overwhelmingly; will agree on a common date graduate programs in several
voted to give university status!of July 1, the beginning of the areas, some of which will be
to Eastern, Western. Murray! new fiscal year, for change in ready to implement next fall.
and Morehead state colleges as status.
The new state "universities"
the higher education bill passed | The bill was a result of a are also given authority to pro83 to 0.
state-wide study of higher ed- vide programs of a communityHouse Bill 238 now goes to the ucation by a three-man survey college nature in their own comSenate where it expects little team and the Governor's Com- munity comparable to the UK
difficulty in being approved by mission on Higher Education. It system of community colleges.
provides for graduate programs
The bill also calls for a rethe 38 state senators.
The administration-backed at the four state colleges at the ; constituted Council on Public
masters-degree
ievel
in
educa-1
Higher
Education which rebill, which would redesignate
Eastern as Eastern Kentucky tion, business and the arts and; stricts voting privileges to nine
University and authorize addi- sciences and programs beyond ; lay members appointed by the
tional graduate programs, re- the masters to meet the needs Governor.
teachers, school officials and
Senate action on the bill is exceived no opposition and little of
pected early next week.
discussion in the House. Rep. other certified personnel.
Ted R. Osborn, D-Lexington,
sponsor of the bill, was not
given a chance to present his
explanation of the bill before
the House called for a vote.
The bill was not expected to
have much difficulty in pasring
the House as 84 representatives
had signed it before it was Introduced for the first time Wednesday of last week.
If passed by the Senate and
The Student Council stand- Johnson, co-chairmen.
signed by Governor Edward T. ing committees have submitted
The Student Council BloodBreathitt, the bill would become reports of the past semester's mobile Committee worked with
effective 90 days after the close work to the student body. representatives
of the Caof the legislative session, or These committees include the diieeiis Club, Sharon RichardJune 20. It is expected, how- Party
System,
Bloodmobile, son and John Ruggles, to make
ever, that the respective Boards Experiment in International the December 9 blood drive
Living, Publicity, Social, and the most successful one to be
Student Council Institute com- held in the state. The blood
mittees.
obtained was designated for
The reports are as follows: the American troops serving in
Party System Committee; South Viet Nam.
Peggy Carter, Chairman.
With the help of the Art DeThe Party System Commit- partment, over 100 poster*
tee was developed in order to were made which were disTwo Central Kentucky high
the feasibility of es- tributed by the Counterguerilla
schools advanced to the state discuss
The Maintenance Dedrama festival to be held March tablishing a party system on Raiders.
for the student elec- partment also made a large
n-Si at the' University of Ken- campus
elgrt to be put In front of the
tucky as a result of their super- tions.
A party system would in- Student Union Building and arior ratings in the first day of volve
specified parties and rows to be used to direct the
competition in the Regional High one two
independent
party, of students to the Burnam Hall
School Drama Festival now held which students would have the Recreation Room.
at Eastern in Alumni Coliseum. option to join. Conventions
The drive lasted from 10 to
Top honors went to Model would be held to nominate canApproximately 868
High School, Richmond, direct- didates for office and later 4 p.m.
people came to give blood. A
ed by Russel Mobley, with their election would follow.
The total of 456 persons registered
production of "Luv,' and Lafa- committee also discussed the
yette High School, Lexington, possibility of changing the before the doors had to be
directed by Thelma Beeler, with type of representation to en- closed at 1:30 p.m. Of those
398 pints of blood
Earle Remington's "The Idlings able all students to be repre- processed,
were accepted. A list of 287
of the King."
sented more equally.
people wishing to give blood
Four high schools competed
Thus far, our efforts have
compiled by the Caduceus
yesterday and five are compet- mainly been in discussing the was
Club under Orson Arvin's diing today. Those competing to- pros and cons of such a de- rection.
day are Madison Central, Rich- velopment, and writing other
Experiment in International
mond, Bourbon County, Paris, schools who use the party sys- Living; Marvin Marcum, ChairGeorge Rogers Clark, Winchest- tem ' for information which man.
er, Franklin County, Frankfort, might be beneficial in our efThrough
three subsequent
and Henry Clay, Lexington.
forts here at Eastern.
committee meetings, a list of
A trophy will be awarded to
Our future plans are to fur- qualifications was designed to
the outstanding production of ther delve into the problems obtain the best possible canthe festival ad certificates a- how affronting us and to pre- didates to make application for
warded to the top five actors and sent a system which will re- selection of a student for the
actresses.
present the student more fair- Experiment in International
Judges for tne festival are Dr. ly and help our council to func- Living.
West T. Hill, Sentre College; tion progressively in the' fuThrough a series of press
Charles Dickens, University of ture.
releases In the Eastern ProKentucky, and Joe M. Johnson,
Bloodmobile Committee; gress, the student body was inEastern.
Kiithy Colebrook and Mike
< Continued On Page Six)

Student Council Submits
Report To Student Body

'Now, Get The Foul Shot'
Head coach Jim Baechtold slaps the back of Bodkin's neck,
and assistant Jack Adams congratulates the senior Forward
on breaking a record the assistant coach had held for 10
years. After the game, Adams presented Bodkin the game

Community Concert Series
Features Dance Ensemble
The third program of the ply dances with a Spanish flaRichmond Community Concert vor. Mr. Barrera was brought
Series will bring to the campus to this country by Escudero and
the heralded Svetlova dance ensemble composed of three dancers and a solo pianist. The
program is set for February 24,
at 8 p.m.
The Svetlova Dance Ensemble
will present a varied program
of dances of great appeal.
Marina Svetlova, Prima Ballerina with the famed Ballets
Russes de Monte Carlo, the
American Ballet Theatre, and
the Metropolitan Opera, will be
the featured dancer in numbers
from "Les Sylphides," "The
Nutcracker," "Don Quixote,"
and others.
Mr. Crane on Broadway
Deane Crane and Jose Barrera make up the remainder of
the team. Mr, Crane has been
seen in several Broadway productions such as "Oklahoma,"
"Annie Get £our Gun,""Fanny"
and others as well as many
motion pictures in Europe and
in Italian and German television.
Crane will join Miss Svetlova
.in several of the dances cited
above. As a contrast to the
classical ballet of the two other
dancers, Jose Barrera will sup-

Audubon Lecture
Discusses
Canadian Wildlife
Many students interested in
the conservation of wildlife and
In nature enjoyed an informative lecture given by Naturalist
C. P. Lyons last night in Eastern's Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Mr. Lyons discussed the native
wildlife in the Canadian Province of British Columbia.
He
augmented his talk with a film
which -included mammals as
well as many unusual insects.
birds, reptiles, and amphibians
common to the area.
The wildlife was filmed in its
natural haWtat which, ranged
from forests to deserts to alpine
heights. The film was a s
beautiful as the lecture was informative.
This lecture was the third in
a series of four sponsored by the
Biology Department and the
National Audubon Society. The
last lecture of the series will be
presented on March 24, at 7:30
p.m.
Admission to the series is by
season ticket, which is good for
four single admissions.
The
ticjket.can be used by more than
one person oh the same day.
Tickets, priced at one dollar for
the season, may be purchased
by contacting A. L. Whitt, Jr.,
of the Eastern Biology Department.

Friday, Feb. 18, 1966

State Higher Education Bill
Passed In House Polling
By Overwhelming 83-0 Vote

Eastern Little Theatre Group Chosen
Official University Theatre Entry
Eastern Little Theatre, the one of the finest achievements of
dramatics organization at East- the 18th Century French Archiern, has been chosen as the tecture. Despite the theatre's
official United States entry in
the World University Threatre
Festival to be held in Nancy,
,->Francc, April 22-May 1.
The Festival at Nancy is term/ ed"the Olympics of the Dramft."
It is a world-wtle competition
with an outstanding university
theatre group from each nation
represented.
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Fulbright-Hays
Lectureships
Availab'e
A revised list of FulbrightHays lectureships sti.ll available
for 1966-67 in various countries
of the world has Just been issued
by the Conference Board of Associated Research Councils in
Washington. DC. The list, which
inctudes now entries for Afghani8tan (medical soience), Ceylon
(social work. English language
teachingi. Finland (geography).
Hong K°ng (American literature
English language teaching), and
India (American literature and
history, economics, sociology,
political science) may be Consulted at the off'ce of the Faculty Fuibright Adviser, Professor
Wayne R. White, Department of
Geography-Geology, Roark 206.
Faculty members who •wish
to receive announcements of
Fulbright-Hays awards for lecturing and, research.abroad, during 1967-68, which will be available for distribution in bite
March, are advised to request
them now of the Conference
Board (2101 Constitution Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20418).

Drama Festival
In Progress

y

has followed in the footsteps of
the great Flamenco master. He
has earned the highest praise
for his dancing.
others by means of a Season
Ticket from the Richmond Community Concert Association.
Has Dance and Music
Theodor Halg, pianist, will accompany the dances, but will
also be heard in piano'solos by
Chopin and Liszt.
The program should provide
a varied experience in both
dance and music. From- all reports it will be an evening of
beautiful dancing, colorful costumes, and attractive music.
Students are admitted by an
I.D. card with admission to

Miss Eastern Cheerleader Election Set
The Progress will sponsor the
election of Eastern's Miss Cheerleader on campus March 3, from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Voting tables
will be set up in all the dorms
and in the Student Union Building Lobby.
The cheerleader selected as
Miss Eastern Cheerleader will
enter the Miss Cheerleader U.
S.A. contest to be held this
spring.
The current cheerleaders running for the honor are: Peggy
Mannen, freshman from Virginia; Paula Fitzgerald, freshman
from Cynthiana; Ann Miller,
sophomore from Elizabethtown;
Jeri Federson, sophomore from
Cincinnati; Sarann Shepherd,
sophomore from Versailles; and
Becky Sizer, junior from Louisville. .
(Through an oversight Peggy
Mannen's name was left out of
last weeks story.)
The election will be conducted
hy the Student Council Election
Committee.

Pick Up
Photos
Monday
Students who did not pick
up their individual photos
last ' semester may do so
from 3 to s Monday in. the
Milestone office in Roark 8.
This is the last day which
the Milestone will be responsible for these pictures.

Who Will Be Miss Cheerleader?
The cheerleaders from top, goine clockwise,
•re: Paula Fitzgerald, Aim Miller, Becky

S'zer, Peggy Mannen, Sarann Shepherd, and
Jeri Federson.
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Student Code Draws Interest

Effectiveness Lies Within Student Body
THE POSSIBILITY OF A STUDENT
CODE is a subject which has
aroused much interest, discussion
and questions in the past several
weeks.
It might now be appropriate
to attempt to define such a student
creed and its relation to the student body of Eastern.
The creed will encompass
more than the area of student
policies and customs in regard to
student action, it will attempt to
establish guidelines rather than
rules for student ethics. It will
hopefully create a uniting student
spirit in regard to college community and alleviate the overwhelming situation of student
negativism now present on campus.
The purpose of the student
creed is to create a common purpose within the college community
itself and to help instill an atmo-

sphere that will be conducive to
scholastic achievement.
rt will
function to encourage not only
student respect for the college but
also self respect on the part of the
student that his actions might reflect favorably upon himself and
the institution. It would grant the
student a definite position within
the scope of the college community,
thus encouraging him to exercise
this position through a realization
and acceptance of the importance
of personal interest in the activities
and functions of the college.
The need for a student creed
is readily apparent as a means of
providing the student with a steadfast purpose within the college
community. Our goals and aims
while in college are most often ref
cognizable, but our purpose of
growing and maturing while in an
educational atmosphere is not so
obvious.

We need to be aware of our
rights and to know, that they will
not be overlooked or disregarded.
The tremendous growth of the
college in terms of student* and
facilities need not overshadow the
individual or his position.
To function effectively, the
student must recognize that the
creed will be something of benefit
to him, that the; guidelines which
the creed will establish will be helpful to him in directing his own behavior, provide him a means to accomplish his purpose, and facilitate
the overall atmosphere of the college community.
Thus, student acceptance and
co-operation in the' formation
and maintainence of this creed is
the key to its effectiveness.

Si&kts and Sounds
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'ASSURED OF A SQUARE DEAL!'

JOS M. JOHNSON

On* Of the beat things about the campus movies is that they give you a chance to
catch some pictures you missed when they
played the regular theatres. An even better
thing about the campus movies is that begin
What happens to Kentucky teachers who
Thirty-three went to a school system In ning March 9, and conQiiwhig for every
become part of the nation's "teacher-turnover" Jefferson County and 30 to one in Fayette Wednesday thereafter, you'll gat a, chance to
statistics every year?
County.
see some of the really fine art movies, foreign
It's hard to get complete information but
By broad geographical areas, excluding the movies, and American cinema classics. Movies
• survey being made by the Kentucky Educa- three categories previously mentioned tot. for this "Film Classics" series wiH be drawn
tion Associaton (KEA) Committee for the teachers who moved but stayed la the state, from such titles as "This Sporting life," "David
Study of the Foundation Program gives a this breakdown occurred: Central Kentucky got and Ifes," "Zorba the Greek," "The 9ervent,"
general picture for the 1964-63 school year.
59 teachers; Western Kentucky, 56; Eastern, 44; "Hiroshima, Mon Amour," "La Strada," "RashBased on incomplete returns from super- Southern, 31; Northern, 22, and Northwestern, omon," "Henry V," and "Ballad of a Soldier."
intendents mall but 44 of Kentucky's 200 IS. Some teachers, of coarse, moved from a Such films have received- both critical and
public-school systems the survey shows that school system within a geographical area to pubtte acclaim and will be weff worthwhile to
2,066 teachers who were teaching in the dis- another system in the same geographical area- see. As I say, the ultimate choice of films is at
tricts during 1964-65 are not teaching there
Roy McDonald, chairman of the KEA prtsti* unknown, but you'll miss a rare opthis year.
Committee for the Study of the Foundation portunity to see some exoeHeSt movies if you
(Kentucky last year had 26,464 classroom Program, emphasized that the results of the fail to take advantage^ of any of the "Film
teachers.)
survey are preliminary. The committee will Classics" offerings.
For the 2,086 who left a local school sys- continue to seek more complete information.
The finals of the Annual Weaver Oratorical
tem, the survey was able to pin down the
"We would like to try to find OIK why Contest for men will be hetd at the March 2
whereabouts of only 803 who are still in public- these' teachers left their districts," Mct)onaid assembly. Th's contest is open to. all male
school teaching at the elementsry and scond- . said, "although the attraction of higher salaries under-graduates In the college.. Any person
ary level. Information was incomplete for would seem to be the mem reason." , ,'
interested should pick-up an entry blank in
another 906 teachers who may or may not be
"Sol spits undoubtedly were the major rea- Cammeck 108 or ,107, complete it, and return'
teaching in public schools this year.
son Kentucky teachers went to other states," it to Mr. John Welden, Chairman of the conFor the 803 teachers
he added. "Kentucky is fourth from the bot- test, by the afternoon of February 22- This
the split was almost 60,rr .
tom the year in average satery paid to class- doesn't give you much time, assuredly, but
50 on whether they
KiiA.
room teachers. Only Arkansas, South Caro- that is only the deadHee for entering. There
took a new teaching
lina, South Dakota, and Mississippi pay less will be suff'cient time, later, for preoarine the
1
post out of the state T> T T»/^T» T»
speech. There is a cash prise for the winner
than the Kentucky average of $4930."
or whether they went KllrUK
McDonald, superintendent of Trigg Coun- as well as p°rticioation in the Kentucky IntrrAN
to another school sys- *^*""' ^^
*
ty schools, is one of 14 members of the KEA Colteriate Oratorical Association Contest.
tern within Kentucky.
committee, which was established by authority
A number of students, teachers, and others
The other 358 teachers in the survey of of the KEA delegate assembly in December, have asked how Eastern Little Theatre was
2,066 were accounted for this way: Leave of 1964. It is composed ot one member from selected to complete la the World University
absence, 38; retirement, 66; college teaching each of KEA's 11 districts plus three officers Theatre Festival. We received an Invitation
or studying! 77; other occupations in the field of the KEA Department of Classroom Teachers. to submit a dossier of materials for considerof education, 84; not working, 71; outside the
At the request of the committee Dr. Harry ation ss the entrant from the United States.
United States, 13; deceased, 2, and miscellan- Sparks, state superintendent of public instruc- This dossier consisted of a history of the oreous (jobs outside education, among other tion, appointed a 20-metnber citizens advisory panteation, with particular ensphassi on the
things), 10.
group to work with the study group.
recent history. We also had to include proThere were 398 teachers who took jobs
The committee will issue its final report grams, reviews, photorraphe of productions,
outside Kentucky. The largest number of by January 1, 1067. Its recorrnnetidarJons for letters of reference, biographical Irrformatton
these — 79 — went to Indiana In second revisions in the 12-year-old foundation pro- on students likely to attend, and anuiii—«ss
place was Ohio, which got 66 of the 398, gram for education wiH be directed toward the of the plays that would be produced If the
Pkjridetook 46.
1966 Genera* Assembly.
__
proup were selected to attend. A Feerhral
Tennessee got 41 of the 398. Illinois took
Principal consultants to the committee ate Selection Committee, after studying the
16; Virginia, 11; West Virginia, 8; Missouri, 4, Dr Edgar Morphet, professor emeritus of edr materials from all entrants, then chose the
and other states, 127.
ueation at the University of California, Berke- offiml entrant from each country.
For the 406 teachers who left their school ley; Dr. W. M. Barr professor of education at
We are Indeed honored to have been
systems to go to other teaching posts in Ken- Indiana University, Bloomington, and Dr. It L. selected. - Our making the trip, of course,
tucky the largest group—115—went to school* Johns, professor of education at the University binges on whether or not we can raise the
systems bordering the one they left.
of Florida, Gainesville.
necessary funds for the trip.

Teacher-Turnover Rate Reported

Congratulations

Little Theatre Represents U.S.
CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE LITTLE THEATRE are in order in
honor of their selection as the official United States entry In the,
World University Theatre Festival
to be held in Nancy, France, April
22 to May 1.
We think it only fitting that
such an organization as Eastern's
Little Theatre be accorded such recognition.
The determination and dedication of the organization to make
their contributions to the artistic
atmosphere of Eastern the best they
can possibly do no doubt deserves
such an honor.
The quality of their continuous
productions throughout each year,
definitely proves the ability of this
acting company, as does the steady
dedication of their director, Mr. Joe
Johnson, assistant professor of

drama and speech at Eastern.
This particular theatre festival
has been described as the Olympics in the drama, with outstanding
competition provided by university

The ploys Will be presented in
the Grand Theatre of Nancy, a
theatre which although constructed in the eighteenth century,,
still remains one of the finest
equipped, with a seating capacity
of1300.
Provided necessary funds can
be collected to make the trip'
abroad, the crew of twelve actors
and their chaperons will begin
their journey April 22 and return
on May 1.
Again our hearty congratulations go out io the Eastern Little.
Theatre and to their director, Mr.
Johnson.

Eulogy On The Death Of Chivalry
While executing his duties at
a knight he learned much about
the base part of life that he had
not known before. He fought
constant battles with the impolite
churl and the cruel opportunist, and
even had cause ot many times to
fight on the side of Honor against
his own father. It was during this
time that he learned that there
would always be boors whose actions proved that the feelings of
others meant nothing to them,
whose laughter could only be Incited by the embarrassment of
others, and whose intemprance
and vulgarity could turn any social
gathering into a shambles.
Chivalry learned that the way
to deal with these people was to
confront them openly—and by not
falling to their level In the confrontation, but remaining always a
gentleman, one could unnerve the
rogue or by ridiculing his boorishness have him dismissed from the
company. At times, by knowing
the courteous thing to do he was

able to turn many essentially disastrous situations into happy memories. He spent his entire life promoting the interests of gentlemanlinss.
For his valor were heaped upon him many rewards — the good
favor of ladies, the respect of
gentlemen — and it did not go unnoticed in his profession either —
the King made him a member of
his knights of the Round Table.
Thus, the Ideal continued his
Chivalrous life up through the
nineteenth century, but, as we have
often heard, all good things must
come to an,end. It, then, should
not surprise us that Chivalry should
die.
It was early in the twentieth
century that he began to fail—but,
friends of the deceased, though I
know it is not fitting nor my duty
to bring it up her, I cannot help but
feel that there should be some inquiry made Into the causes for his
death.
Did he really die of natural

causes? Or was he murdered? K
so, was his murderer male or female?
Of course, he lived a long life
and old age is a cumbrance in today's quick changing world. And,
too, though I find it hard to believe, he did have enemies in both
the male and female sex. Some
women, out of an over zeal for
equality, gave up Their positions as
ladies — a stab at the very heart
of Chivalry's existence. Others, because they felt insecure in their
position let themselves be treated
less than ladies. They failed to demand the courtesies of Chivalry.
They let him die through disuse.
And, then, there were those women
who refused to be ladies, whose
own manners were rude and crude
and who, therefore, did not deserve
the attention of Chivalry.
But then, there were those
males who because they were not
gentlemen themselves, considered
no women, ladies. They ridiculed
Chivalry which may have been the

fatal blow to his sensitive and gentle soul.
Some gentlemen- let
themselves be led astray in think*
ing that these courtesies were only
flatteries to be used only as a
means to an ulterior end. They
ruined Chivalry's reputation.
Others were embittered by the female desire for equality in society
and determined to take her off the
pedestal (which in most cases was
the kitchen shelf) and treat her
with less respect than thefir most
hateful enemies. These men denied the existence of Chivalry, Tney
left him without a purpose far living.
I But, what ever the reason, he
is dead and his friends who would
have had him live found all doors
to his recovery left unopened.
These Friends, I hope will try to
keep him alive in their memory and
their actions, for Chivalry was a
good ideal, and I am sure that he
has gone to that good place, where
ever it may be that good ideals go
whenever they depart this earth.

I think it only fitting at this
time that we repeat the words that
served as his motto throughout

life:
"Ask not what your friends
can do for you, but what you can
do for your friends."
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AMPUS I.ALENDAR

The 'Ten Best-dressed College women will be chosen as Special
A number of Post Offices
YOU could be chosen to reSUNDAY, FEBRUARY 20
present Eastern In the tenth Girls" will receive national re- and—or Honorable Mention win- throughout the coutry are acBy NANCY PRINZEL
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau KapPa
5:30 p.m.
Episcopal Canterbury Club Episcopal Church
ners
and
their
pictures
will
apannual contest of Glamour Mag- cognition for themselves and
Alpha
Meets
Women's Editor
6:00 p.m.
Westminster Fellowship Presbyterian Church
cepting applications for temporazine to find the "Ten Best-dres- their colleges in the August Col- pear In an issue of Glamour. The
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa | MONDAY, FEBRUARY 21
lege Issue of Glamour, and in 1968 Special and Honorable Men- ary employment for college stused College Girls."
Skit
at
Kappa
Delta
Pi
W.R.A
Weaver Gym
Alpha held their last meeting
4:10 p.m.
tion winners were photographed
Eastern has been again asked newspapers throughout the coun- in New York for a color gate- dents during the summer. ApIn a meeting of the Kappa February 16, in Combs 209. They
Wesley Foundation Methodist Student Center
5:00 p.m.
plicants are selected on the basis 'Delta Pi, members staged a plan to hold the annual Induction
to enter a representative, and try.
Junior Class Meeting
Ferrell Room
5:30 p.m.
Photographs will be taken by fold that appeared in the Au- Of merit. The examination will skit on "Applying for Your First of new members early in March.
the Progress Is sponsoring the
C. S. F.
Christian Church
6:00 p.m.
gust 1968 Issue. They will also
contest to select an on-campus world famous fashion photo- receive a gift from the editors. be used to select the most quali- Job." Applicants acted out all The present members are: Dave
Washington County Club
University 104
6:30 p.m.
winner. Last year over 801 col- graphers for the August Issue of - All best-dressed contestants
Y.M.C.A.
University 103
the tactless things applicants Hill, president; Gordon Camuel,
6:30 p.m.
leges in 42 states, the District Glamour. These will be taken will receive a certificate of mer- fied applicants for employment should not do. The meeting vice-president: Shirley Green,
B.S.U.
Vespers
Baptist
Student Union
6:30 p.m.
of Columbia, Puerto Rico and sometime in the spring, either it for their participation in the between May 1 and September was held Tuesday in the Ferrell secretary; Misha Williams, Sue
Caduceus Club
Science 310
7:00 p.m.
SO, 1966.
Canada sent entries to the mag- on campus, in New York, or in contest.
Behavioral Science Symposium
Roark 6
Ann Allen, Mary Jo Rudd, Bill
7:00 p.m.
Room.
Mrs.
Mabel
Jennings
is
azine, and even more are ex- some other location determined
Applications for the positions, the sponsor.
Brockton Council
University 103
Peyton, and Kathy DeJarnette.
8:30 p.m.
Applications
Are
Available
by the editors. In addition, it
pected to enter this year.
9:00 p.m.
Women's Inter-Dorm Council
Mrs. Alexander is their sponsor.
Any girl who Is Interested in which pay $2.37 an hour, will be
has been the magazine's policy
Case Committee Room
To Join, one must be outstandAttention Newman Club
The Judging standards used by to use—if possible—the ten win- the contest is urged to filled out accepted through February 24.
the Glamour Magazine and by ners in other Issues of Glamour an application blank. They can A written test taking less than
There will be a meeting for ing In forensics and drama, and TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22
4:10 p.m.
W.R.A.
Weaver Gym
one hour will be held in March in all Catholic students Tuesday, have had one or more years exthe Progress committee are: 1.
their winning year. be obtained from the committee over 1,000 cities.
5:00 p.m.
Eastern Little Theater Pearl Buchanan Theater
A clear understanding of her throughout
February 22, 7:30 in the Ferrell perience.
chairman, Nancy Prinzel, McThey
also
receive
a
personal
gift
5:15 p.m.
Student Council
Grise Room
fashion type. 2. A workable
Room. Plans for the Newman
Gregor Hall, room 639; or, BrenSummer Assistants Hired
6:00 p.m.
Polymathologiists
Roark 103
Senior (lass Meets
wardrobe plan. 8. A suitable from the editors of Glamour.
Center
must
be
made
at
this
da
Phllpot,
Clay
Hall,
room
1020.
These same girls also receive
Seasonal assistants are hired time. Everyone is urged to at6:00 p.m.
Church of Christ Devotions
University 201
The Senior Class met Monday,
campus look (she's In line with
They
must
be
turned
In
by
Mon6:30 p.m.
B.S.U. Vespers
Baptist Student Center
and selected Sylvia Ramsey as
local customs). 4. Appropriate- /an all-expense-paid visit to New day, February 21. A snapshot is during the summer to assist the tend.
6:30 p.m.
Young Democrats Club
University 104
their Mardi Gras Candidate.
not rah, rah-look for off-campus York from May 30 to June 11, required. Also, any boy who regular postal work force in
with round-trip transportation
6:30 p.m.
Cwens
University 101
handling the mail. Some assignOther matters of business Inoccasions.
Westminster
Gives
Party
wishes
to
suggest
a
girl
may
see
via American Airlines. A special
ments require operation of mo6:30 p.m.
Home Economics Club
Fitzpatrick Bldg.
5. Individuality in her use of party will be held in the winners' us. Applications are also avail- tor vehicles and candidates for
On Saturday, February 12, the cluded nominations for Prom
7:00 p.m.
Kappa Delta Pi
Combs 436
colors, accessories. «. Imagina- honor to present them to over able in the Progress Office. The these Jobs must demonstrate a- Westminster group of the First King and Queen, selection of a
7:30 p.m.
Newman Club
Ferrell Room
tion in managing a clothes bud- 1,000 members of the fashion in- semi-finalists on Eastern's cam- biltty to drive safely.
Presbyterian Church held a Val- committee to decide on the gift
8:00 p.m.
Recital — Mrs. Mary Akright, Soprano
get. 7. Good grooming, not Just dustry. They will be shown New pus will be noUfied before Febentine's Day party at the Tel- from the class to the school, and
Mr. Landis Baker, Piano
Foster 300
Persons who pass the written ford Community House. Twenty also a committee to plan the
neat, but impeccable.
York at its most glomorous, tak- ruary 28.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
Senior
banquet.
test
will
be
furnished
a
list
of
The
young
girl
who
is
chosen
8. Clean, shining, well-kept en to famous restaurants, the
members of the Westminster
4:10 p.m.
W.R.A.
Weaver Gym
hair. 8. Deft use of make-up theater and cultural centers. as Eastern's winner will com- the post offices in their state of group and Mrs Clinton Tatum,
5:30 p.m.
Pershing Rifles
Blue Room
permanent
residence
where
apBSU
Members
Attend
pete
with
best-dressed
winners
(enough to look pretty, but not
Christian Life Worker, and Dr.
5:30 p.m.
Westminster Fellowship Presbyterian Church
Convention
from hundreds of colleges In the pointments will be made and Quentin Keen, sponsor, volunoverdone). 10. Good
6:00 p.m.
Kyma Club
University 101
'' fashion shows, luncheon and dinSeveral Eastern students will
beautiful posture. Campus acti- ners, and win receive numerous United States, and other areas will be permitted to file for em- teered their time from 1 toS p.m.
6:15 p.m.
Wesley Foundation Methodist Student Center
for top honors in the Glamour ployment consideration at up to Approximately thirty-five child- attend the annual statewide
vities and off-campus interests gifts from friends of Glamour.
6:30 p.m
Biology Club
Science DI
three places. Ellglbles will be ren from ages 2 to 14 participat- YWA Convention at Lyndon,
Contest.
are also Important in choosing
6:30 p.m.
B.S.U. Vespers
Baptist Student Center
Honorable Mention Winners
Photographs of the winner tak- given ratings based on test ed in games conducted by the Kentucky, today and tomorrow.
the co-ed who will represent
6:30 p.m.
Physics Club
Science 217
A selected number of young en by the college photographer scores, and offers will be' made Westminster group. Mrs. Frank The following will attend: Mary
Eastern.
6:30 p.m.
Collegiate Pentacle
Case Committee Room
in a campus outfit, a daytime first to those In the highest Meyer is the director of the Lee Doyle, Prlscllla Roberts,
6:45 p.m.
M.E.N.C.
Foster 300
Susan Arthur, Betty R. Chase,
off-campus outfit and a party group.
House.
7:00 p-m.
Shelby County Club
University 104
Charles Wells,
Edwina Doyle,
dress, along with the official enMerit 'rWt Given
7:30 p.m.
Drum and Sandal
Dance Studio, Weaver
Last Sunaay evening the West- and Jerald Chase.
try form will be sent to Glamour
8:00 p.m.
O.AK.
University 104
Requirements for these posi- minster Fellowship held an In- ,, Vespers programs for next
by March 4th for the national
10:00 p-m.
Burnam, Case, McGregor House Councils
tions are: the applicants must stallation for Incoming officers. week at the Baptist Student
Judging.
Committee
Rooms
Mr. E. Overcash, pastor of the
It could be you. Fill in an ap- be at least eighteen years old First Presbyterian Church In- Center have been announced. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24
at
time
of
appointment,
and
Mrs.
Kermit
Patterson
will
k
plication and turn it in. RememWeaver Gym
4:10 p.m.
W-R.A.
sons and daughters of postal em- stalled Nancy Freeman, moder- speak on Monday at 6:30 p.m.,
ber these dates:
Gibson 107
ator; Kenny Gibbs, first vice- and a film in full color, "Every
5.1C0 p.m.
Pike County Club
ployees
will
not
be
eligible
for
Mon. Feb. 21—Last day to reUniversity 101
moderator; Linda Trautman, Christian a Witness," will be
5:30 p.m.
Appalachian Volunteers
appointment.
turn entry form to Brenda PhilColiseum Natatorium
6:00 p.m.
Kappa Kappa Sigma
Applicants to take the written second vice-moderator; Sharon shown on Tuesday night. Bible
pot or Nancy Prinzel.
Combs 326
McBride, secretary; and Wanda discussion groups will be led on
6:00
pm
Pi
Omega
Pi
Thurs. Feb. 24—Semi-finalists test must be filed with the post Moore, treasurer.
University 106
Then
Clark
6:00
p.m.
K.I.E.
Wednesday.
office board of examiners hav- Whltt presented a gavel which
will be notified.
University 104
6:30 p.m.
Newman Club Devotions
Frl. Feb. 28—Winner of the ing Jurisdiction over the locality he had made to Charles Tapp,
University 103
6:30 p.m.
Circle K
Charles
Douglas
where
the
applicant
desires
to
Eastern contest will be chosen.
ex-moderator of the fellowship.
8:00 p.m.
Oommunnty Concert —
to KYMA President
take the test. Copies of the exMarina Svetlova Dance Group
The new KYMA club officers
amination announcement and Charles Tapp then presented the
Brock Auditorium
application forms (Form 8000 gavel to Nancy Freeman, mod- are: Charles Douglas, president;
University 103
8:00 p.m
Lutheran Students
AB) may be obtained from of- erator.
Barbara Blevins, vice-president; FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25
This Saturday the Westminst- Karen Kornoff, recording secfices of the U.S. Civil Service
8:00 p.m
Kyma Club Dance
S.U.B. Cafeteria
Commission and at many boards er Fellowship will hold a bowl- retary; Betty Trosper, corres- SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26
of civil service examiners and ing party at 1:30, with a party at ponding secretary; Ken Chesny,
8:00 p.m.
Basketball — Eastern and Teim. Tech.
Mrs. Webber's house afterwards. treasurer; and Joe Coleman,
post offices.
Coliseum
Sergeant-at-arms. Mrs. Teague
Caduceus Club Dance following game
Is the new co-sponsor of the
Burnam Hall Rec. Room
club.
In their senior year, all music
majors must give an hour-long
performance of works they have
studied and perfected during college. They are graded on this
recital.
Last Tuesday evening Miss
Cheryl Harris gave her senior
The eleventh annual National members of Company R-l.
recital on the piano in Brock
Honorary
Society of Pershing Leadership, loyalty, and the
Auditorium. She played four
ability to drill exceptionally
works from" memory, Liidwig Rifles, Company R, First Regi- veil are some of the' qualities
von Beethoven's .Piano Sosato ment held its pledge dance that make the
outstanding
No. 8, Opus 10 which is a piece where thirty-eight new actives pledge.
requiring much finger dexterity received their awards, and honHonorary
membership cerand coordination; Johann Sebas- orary membership certificates tificates were presented to Miss
tian Bach's English Suite Vf, tit were presented- The dance was Jean Rldnour, sponsor, Miss
D Minor; Claude Debussy's La held February 8 in the Student Carol Ann Fritz, co-sponsor, and
Soiree dans Grenade", which is Union Cafeteria.
Miss Jeane Gail Ashe.
88 New P.K.'S
light, rhythmic and bouncy; and
Miss Ridnour holds the rank
The dance was the climax of
Frederic
Chopin's
majestic
The of Captain and Miss Fritz holds
Scherzo In C-sharp Minor, Opus the fall pledge semester.
new actives receiving Pershing the rank of lst-Lt. in the Persh89.
Miss Harris is a talented Rifle cords, ribbons, certificates, ing Rifles. Miss Ashe was prehonorary Captain's ceryoung pianist who is not afraid and membership cards are: sented
tificate for being sponsor in
to really pound on the keys. She Daniel Robert Bartley, John 1965. Jeff Ray Bowman was
was definitely well prepared for Brace Brassfield, Gerald An- awarded a certificate for being
her excellent performance, and thony Byrd, Robert Michael Commander of Company R-l in
Carroll, and Walter Valdar
she put feeling Into it.
1965.
She played a large variety of Chaudruc.
Colonel Everett N. Smith,
Daniel Patton Cooksey, Daniel
music ranging from slow and
Professor of Military Science,
delicate, fast and loud, to Jumpy Dillman, Robert Stephen Dom the Military Science Staff, and
and cbeerrul. All ot Miss Hams' lnko, James Lewis Gano, John
Faculty and Adminisselections were difficult. She Joseph Gullfoyle, Reuben Grant Eastern
can use her hands with outstand- Hacker, Charles Frederick Har- tration members were the ining proficiency, beautifully prov- bison, James Harrington, Carl vited guests at the dance.
ing the old adage that "practice Hollar, and Robert Jackson.
Ronald Perry Jeffries, Hal
makes perfect." Miss Harris is
a fine credit to our Music De- Johnson, Larry Ray Jupin, Richard Lee Lay, Billy Ray Little,
partment!
Karl Wayburn Litton, Donald
Lee Lynn, Barry Joseph Marshall, Michael Edward Nygren,
John Edward Pickarskl, Jerald
Engraving While
Curtiss Pigg, Daniel Lee Pyle, 'our summer in. Europe for less
You Wait!
than $100 (including transporand Kenneth Wilbur Putnam.
Kenneth Warren Robey, Barry tation). For the first time in
BULOVA, ELGIN*
Melvln Robinson, William Upte- travel history you can buy di
grove Scott, Donald Hinslea recUy from the Tour Wholesaler
NORELCO, ARTSmith Jr., Robert Frazler Spra- saving you countless •dollars.
CARVED, SPEIDEL,
gue, Marvin Lee Strong, Ronald Job offers may also be obtainLee Treadway, David Robinson ed with no strings attached. For
ZIPPO, ALl/NAME
Vickers, Jay Walraven, and a "do-it-yourself' pamphlet with
John Michael Wills.
jobs, discount tours and apBRANDS
Don Smith Is Outstanding
plications send $1 (for material,
COST LESS AT:
Cadet Donald H. Smith Jr. re- handling, air mail) to Dept- W.,
ceived the outstanding pledge! International Travel Est., 68
award. Cadet Smith was Herrengasse, Vaduz, Liechtenawarded this honor by his fel- stein (Switzerland).
low pledges and the active I
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Senior Recital

Concert Series

Features Ensemble

PR's Install 38 Actives;
Award Honor Certificates

4

>

3

To Europe
Below $100

>

FREE

KESSLER'S

Richmond's ONLY Discount
Jewelry!

Begley's Next Door

623-1292

GIVE . . .
SO THAT
SOMEONE
ELSE MIGHT
LIVE!
Interested students
who wish to contribute
to the Heart Fund may
turn in their donations
to the head of any department, or Dr. Ted
George of the physics
department.
Any contribution,
large or small, will be
gratefully accepted.
Mrs. Clifton Basye,
Chairwoman,
Heart Fund Drive

r

Madison National Bank
Member F. D. I C.

WATER STREET

rain or shine...it's
Penney's own Austelle... 15.98

SPECIAL!

BEFORE YOU SPEND MORE FOR A RAINCOAT. COMPARE
Penney'* own Austellel Austelle *ay» in a look: best quality In
tailoring, in fabric, in stylel Penney's tailors see to It that every
stitch, every buttonhole comes up to our exacting demands —that
means better looks, better wear's In store for yout Two good
examples of how Austelle specifications make sun-and-shower

SWEETSHOP
EVERY
MONDAY-TUESDAY

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY - SATURDAY

'A Fried Chicken
with French Fries

Vi Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw

*

79c

79c

N.

versatility match your needs:
A. CHESTERFIELD CHIC ... In Wamsutta's Doeron* t***^"
and Avril* rayon blends. Black, navy, ivory. 8 to 18, 5 to 13.
B. BALMACAAN CLASSIC ... in easy-care Dacro«# Poster
and cotton. Wory, navy, canary, light blue. 8 to 20. 5 to 13.
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Bodkin Does Imppossible
In Setting Scoring Record

PROGRESS
ON

SPORTS
QDWE BODKIN DID THE IMPOSSIBLE Jast Monday night as he
Set * *rw ait-time scoring rewri of 1,463 points. This record
was previously held by freshman coach, Jack Adams, during the
'53 5* seasons.
Miny things led to the accomplishment of setting this record Bodkin was s«sre to break this record this ye-:r by the
way be did it was something that vou had to see to believe.
Bodkin scored just twelve poirCs in the f'rst half of the Austin
Peay game amd he needed 25 points in the second half to break
this long standing record
Bodkin, passing up many wide-open shots, set up many
baskets for his teammates and pulled in ten rebounds. With
two minutes show ng on the clc:k it did not look like the record
would be broken or. the Maroons' home court. This is when
the impossible' happened. Bodkin's teammates set Eddie up
w th numerous shots and almost told him' to do all the shootingThe most memorable aseist went to Jerry Jones as his last
second pass to Bodkin gat the scoring record. Jones was wide
open under the basket and it seemed he had Ms first points
of the campaign when he tossed the ball over to Bodkin to clinvax
the fame. Bodkin scored eleven points in 45 seconds and
pumped in 14 points in 1:35 seconds. This is not an official record bat there is doubt whether anyone ever scored that many
points in that short a time.
Eddie has been an outstanding performer for Eastern
since enrolling here. He has never scored under double figures
in his college career. He is lead ng the OVC in scoring averaging
25.4 points a game, and has made 508 points this season. He
has made 20S fieW goals out of only 395 attempts. He is currently on bis way to breaking Larry Parks' old record of 50.2
percent for one season Bodkin is making 51.9 percent of his
shots and he needs only 60 more points to set a new season high
with five games remaining.
Besides scoring. Bodkin is also leading the team in rebouadkig, grabbing o« an average of 10.6 rebounds » game.
He has scored 30 points five times this season' and has been
over his average three other times-

Bodkin Fells Record
Thra picture, taken only a fraction of a second after Eddie
Bodkin became Eastern's No. 1 all-time scorer, catches the
ball (arrow) just after it swished the net. Bodkin looks

TRACKSTERS IN SOUTHEASTERN MEET
The track team will particioate in the South East United
States indoor champ'xnship meet at Chattonoga, Tenn. tomorrow'.
Bill Swsnson, Rom Benson, Vern Brooks, and Andrew Oash
will run in the mile relay event.
" .
Mile relav team will consist of Jan. Halth, Larry Whalen,
Earl Jordan, and Kenth Anderson. Anderson and Whalen will
also- run in- the ooen mile1 event.
Pwe Vaster, Wilbur Davis, will participate in the broad jump
and pole vaulting event. Davis is the second highest Negro
pole vautter in the world, and is possibly the most outstanding
multiple vauMer in the country. He is outstanding in alt four
events; the high jump, broad jump, the triple jump (hop, step,
and jump), and the pole vaulting event■
Ron Benson and Earl Jordan will run the 880-yard dash while
Vern Brooks and Andrew Cash witt run hi the 600.
_

gan to pull away, held their
longest lead of the game at
57-41 with 8:09 left.
It was at this stage the Blue
Raiders began to come back.
Led by the shooting of Cole and
Gardner they took advantage of
numerous Eastern turnover late
in the game to pull with 4 as
the game ended.
For the game Eastern hit 28
of 58 field goal attempts for 48.3
percent. Middle Tennessee hit
23 of 80 from the floor for 38.3.
The Maroons outrebounded the
Raiders 45-38.
Final Statistics:
Eastern (70)
FG FT PF TP
Bodkin
8-13 3-4 3 19
Bisbey
6-12 1-1 5 13
Carr
2-6 0-0 1 -4
Walton
6-13 7-10 4 19
Clemmons
3-5 3-5 2
9
Clark
2-6 0-0 2 4
Johnson
1-3 0-2 2
2
M. Tenn. (66).... FG..FT PF..TP
Slitter
1-8 2-2
Ford
3-11 0-2
Cannon
3-9 5-5
Cole
5-11 7-9
Gardner
11-20 4-4
Thomas
0-1 2-3

Golden Rule Cafe
HOME COOKING
You Are Always Welcome
SOUTH FIRST STREET

Monday Murray and Western
jaunt.
Revenge- will be the keynote
at Murray. In the Jan. 7 meeting of the two teams in Richmond, Murray went away with
79-78 overtime win that put a
successful Ohio Valley Conference title defense apparently
out of reach for the now secondplace f7-8> Maroons.
Eastern
downed th* Racers 79-73 in the
semi-finals of' the OVC tournament in Louisville.
Western, seemingly having ts»
loop crown on ice. is the only
team holdtne two wins over the
Maroons this vear. The HIIK
toppers won 88-67 in the tournament and- whipped a eoM-hootinc En stern team 107-88 la
Alumni Coliseum.
Coach Mm Bae-hsold, who savs
both at the uw+Hr sessin Una
atralnrt Murray and Western
wera tost en the boards, feats
Hie Maroons must rebouaST well
against both teams to- win, especially on thr mad.
Overshadowed by his career
scoring total was Bodkin's single1 game field goal record of
18 baskets. The old record of
17 was held by Bodkin and
Adams.
The OVC's leading scorer with
26.4 points per game, Bodkin is
hitting 51.9 per cent of his shots
and seems on bis way to a record in that department. The
current' mark is 50.2. He's also
the team's top reboundar at 10.6.
Following Bodkin is Bill Walton with 14.2 points per game,
John Carr at 9.2 and Jerry Bisbey at 9.1.
A hot . 61.4 night from the
floor against Austin Peay
pushed the Eastern season field
goal percentage to 47.8, 1.4 per
cent better than the record of
46.4 set last season.
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Kenny's Drive In
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Your Purchase FREE
If We Do Not
Thank You
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JJ

—Open All Year1—
Hamburgers—Coneys—Mi k Shakes
BIG HILL AVE.

RICHMOND

Gtyndon Barber Shop

-

"YOUR HEAD IS
OUR BUSINESS"

*

beneath the
Glyndon Hotel
N. Second St.

He Got Carried Away
A grinning Eddie Bodkin didnt walk off the floor Eastern's
No. 1 all-time pointrproducer, he was carried off by jubulant
teammates. Sporting the biggest smile of all is Jerry Jones,
left, the substitute who earned the assist on Bodkin's recordsetting shot.
(Photo by Eldon Phillips)

Matmen Up-end Marshall
Tho> Eastern mstuieja avenged
am earlier season's: defeat by
MarsWUr tfrirverstty with a 26-n
score Saturday at Hunington.
The victory enabled the Maroons
to up their record to 3-2 for the
season.
The granplers took 6 out of the
9 events. Those winning by a
pin were Bob Morrison, Marty
Willigan. Mike McClellan, and
Jim Holecomb. Joe Howard and

Randy Bird each won by decision while Pete Connallon and
Larry House both lost bysdecls(on, with the 123 lb. ' weight
class lost by forfeit.
The Maroons try to make It
two wtns in a row over Milligan
College of Tennessee this Friday
at 2:30 p.m. in Alumni Coliseum.
Coach Harper said that thi3
should be the beat meet of the
season.

All Eyes On Eddie
Eddie Bodkin's record-breaking Jump shot (bis 1,461 and
1,462 points) leaves his hand as an1 anxious Jerry Jones, 41,
who passed up a wide-open layup to feed Bodkin looks on.
(Photo by Eldon Phillips)

IDEAL
RESTAURANT
241 W. MAIN ST.

Maroons Outclass Austin Peay
The Eastern Maroons led by
a fine performance by Eddie
Bodkin and hitting a sizzling 61
per cent from the field defeated
the Austin Peay Governors 9465 Mojtoajyiight at Alumni Coliseum. BtSBSsWored St ^~-«-»and also broke thr nll-tlme scoring record previously held by
Assistant Coach Jack Adams.
Bodkin tied the record on a 5
ft. jump shot with 1:01 remaining in the game. His recordbreaking shot came with 7 seconds remaining on an assist
from Jerry Jones, he was also
fouled on the play and made
the free-throw to put him 3
points' over the record of 1480
points.
The game started out with
Eastern drawing first blood on
a jumper by Blsbey. From this
point on the Maroons never lost
the lead but were tied three
times before pulling away foi
good on a jump shot by Walton
with 18:50 remaining in the first
half.
Close First Half
Although the Maroons never
lost the lead they couldn't break
the game open. Their longest
lead of the first half came with

2:27 remaining when they built
up a nine point advantage. This
lead was- cut to three points before Bodkin's layup with six seconds remaining gave Eastern
a 38-33 halftime advantage. The
*
'"
■*- waa led by Bodkin and Johnson who tallied 12
and 10 points respectively.
The second half opened up
with Austin Peay coming out
and closing the gap to 89-38 before the Maroons caught fire.
A jump shot by Bisbey started
tha Maroon attack rolling and
in the next 2'-. minutes the Maroons built up a 10 point lead,
which they kept building on to
win 94-65.
Blsbey, Oarr Add 16
Although overshadowed by
Bodkin's performance other Maroons played a fine game. Jerry
Bisbey and John Carr scored 16
points each while Fred Johnson
added 10.
The Governors were led by
Hall Jackson who scored 20 and
Tommy Head who netted 15.
In the rebound department the
Maroons outrebounded Austin
Peay 48-26 with Blsbey grabbing
18 for Eastern while Head lead
the Governors with 10.

Canf ield Motors

RICHMOND, Ky.

Every day as you eat in tL
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eating a free meal ... if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.

ONE HR. CLEANERS
CORNER NORTH SECOND ft IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND. MGR.

— SPECIALS! Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

for

MEN'S OR LADIES'

T. V. — STEREO.

OLDSMOBILE

SUITS

HOME & CAR

RADIO

KIRK'S T. V. &
RADIO SERVICE
422 H. 2nd.

Phone 623-4200

623-1540

FREE PARKING!

79c
LADIES' PLAIN

All Makes Serviced
Across From Krogers—Phone 622-4010

SKIRTS

ea.39c

We Mothproof and Mildew-Proof
Everything We Dry Clean.
SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
SHIRTS LAUNDERED. 27c Etv—4 FOR 98c

«,1

♦
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Eastern Squeaks Past
Scrappy Middle Tennessee
Eastern's Maroons, stone cold
In the first half, hit a torrid
81.5 percent from tha field hi
the second period to down a
stubborn
Middle
Tennessee
team 70-6)6 last Saturday night
at the Alumni Coliseum.
,
Big guns for the Maroons
wera Eddie Bodkin and Bill
Walton each scoring 19 points
and Jerry Blsbey adding 13.
Blsbey lead the Maroons In rebounding with 13 while Bodkin
pulled down nine.
Middle Tennessee was a far
different team from the one the
Marson's defeated 98-80 earlier
Jn the season at Murfreesboro.
Forward Bobby Gardner led all
scorers for the Blue Raiders
with 26 points. Jay Cole added
17 aad Ed Cannon tossed in 11.
Cannon led both teams in rebounding with 19.
The score was tied 6 times including a 24-24 deadlock at half
time The lead changed hands
Jl times until Eastern went on
top to stay at 80-29 with 17:08
remaining and a free throw by
Jerry Bisbey. The Maroons be-

stunned, while teammates Doug Clemmons, Dick Clark,
Larry Hobson, and Jerry Jones .and the crowd go wild.
(St*ff Photo by I* C. Cobb)

Eddie Bodkin will go to Murray and Western Kentucky tomorrow and Monday as the
highest scorer In Eastern history — but. lor a while it didn't
look as if the 6-7 forward was
going to make it before the
Maroons took to the road.
The larrodsburg senior went
into Monday night's Alumni
Coliseum clash with Austin
Peay 38 points away from tying
assistant coach Jack Adam's
1963-56 career total of 1,460
points. Tha tilt was Eastern's
last home game before the
Murray-Western trip, and apparently Bodkin's last chance to
become the No. l all-time
Maroon scorer before a homecourt crowd.
With less than two minutes to
play Bodkin had Just 29 points.
11 shy of a tie. But, with 1:46
to go his teammates started
finding him with passes and be
scored 11 points In 46 seconds to
He Adams with 1:0l left to play.
Then came a flurry of turnovers and fouls and it looked
as if Bodkin might not see the
ball again. But,'with Just seven
seconds remaining Jerry Jones,
a 6-8 sophomore who hasn't
scored this season, passed up a
wide-open layup to feed Bodkin '
the ball for a five-foot Jumper
that wound up in a three point
play.
Bodkin finished with 39 Points
for the game and1 a 8B-game
career total of 1,4*8 potass (a
21.1 career average) and be has
five more games to play.
The Maroons rode Bodkin's
outbreak to go from a 78-56 lead
to a 94-85 final score.
Facing the Maroons now is
the roughest road trip of the
season — the rugged Saturday-

*

Subs Impressive

Tracksters Hold Second Fastest
Time For 2 Mile Relay In The Country
if

•I

I

(fj

In the Mason-Dixon Games at was flown In to make an assault
I-aui«vUTe lart Saturday night, on the world record.
Eastern's two mile relay team
Andersson. freshman from
turned the second fastest time
In the U.S. In this year's ladoor Sweden, ran 1:56.8 in the race—
competition.Eastern 1P<1 through this was only one second off the
out the whole race but was clip- world indoor 880 record. Carey
ped at the wire bv Georgetown Guess. Eastern Junior hurdler,
University of Washington, D.C.. ran third in an event that was
• world record holder in the same won by Willie Davenport who is
eve/it two yean ago). George- ranked first in the world. Carey
town's time of 7:S1 3 is the fast- was only three tenths of a seest made In the US. nnd East- cond behind Davenport and only
ern's time of 7:32 3 the second a hair out of second place.
Wilbert Davis, junior vaulter,
fastest. Eastern's team was com
posed of freshman Kenth Au- tailed to make fifteen feet in the
dersson, sophomore Bill Swan- vault, but placed third in the
son, sophomore Earl Jordan and broad Jump, only an inch out
senfor Ron Benson. Eastern beat of second place. The event was
some of the finest two mile re- won by Dennis Holland, the
luy teams in America in this fourth ranking broad jumper in
event-New Mexico, who ran the world last year. Second
third, had been lop team and place was won by Tom Chilton,

In Win

>

Mah» your trip lo Europn pay lor Itnlf.

r

PASQUALE'S

PAYING JOBS
IN EUROPE

PIZZA

Luxembourg- 25000 jobs (office, resort, farm, factory, etc.)
are available In Europe with
wages to $400. Travel grants
are given to each applicant.
Send $2 (handling and airmail)
to Dept. T, American Student
Information Service, 22 Aver
'de la Libertc, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg for a 36-page illustrated booklet giving all
jobs and application forms.

Your Favorite Meeting Place In Town

623-5338 - Dot Hampton, owner

Bill Walton goes high to get a rebound in Tuesday night's
91-78 win over the Puerto Rico Natonai Basketball Team.
Missing his attempt for the recovery, is Adolfo Porrata, Jr.,
a Puerto Rican guard.

First Home Loss In Pool History

Cincinnati Over Powers Eels

Welcome Eastern Students and Faculty

ts
it

?:*

Walton Snags Another Rebound

r

TMM
COURT
The Eastern Maroons coasted
2
6:00
to an easy 9J-T8 victory over
3
trie traveling Puerto Rico Olym4
pic team in an exhibition game
1
7:00
played In Alumni Coliseum
2
Tuesday night.
3
Coach Jim liaechtold substi*
7:00
tuted freely after e. frenzied be1
8:u»
ginning that, saw the game tied
2
8:00
six times in the firat seven
3
8:00
minute.'.
4
8.-08
Eastern built up a 40-29 lead
late in the second half and
Tuesday, February 22
Baechtold benched his starters
for good.
Circle K—Wen
1
8:00
Reserves TV) Bodkin
Charge re—Barbarians
2
«*»
Reserve, i Don Granowirk and Faculty— Royals
S
6:09
Liarry Hobsor. tied high-scoring Bertles—Hillbililes
4
Eddie Bodkin for Eastern hon- Headorjist—Packers
1
1M
ors with 12 points.
PBMM—J. R.
2
The Nationals' Angel Cancel, Famous 5—Ring Dang Doo's
3
7:00
however topped all scorers with Mir.i?r9—Hot Dogs
4
7:00
25 points on 10 of 14 field goal Wash. C. C—Old Timers
3
80S
attempts and five of six free PirJthers—Celtics
8:00
.
4
throws.
Wednesday, February 23
Eastern (91) FG
FT P T
Bodkin
6-13 0-1
7 12 Zuretcb,—Goldfingers
1
6:00
Bisby
2-9
0-0
7 4 Mets—Bearcats
2
8:00
6:00
Carr
2-2
2-3
2 6 W rhewks—Tackett
Bombers—Blazers
1
Johnson
0-4
1-1
1 1 Beavers—Morgan
2
Walton
2-3
4-4
3 8 Deadbeiats—Nuts
3
Smith
4-9
3-10 11 11 Dodgers—Bine Bomber
4
7.00
Clark
2-5
1-2
4 5 O-G—Fitzpatrick
1
8:00
Qranowlcz .... 4-10 4-5
6 12 Orwns—Yanks
2
8:00
Clemons
3-8
0-0 8 8 Clouds—Stephens
3
8:00
Hobson
6-14 0-0
1 It
Jones
8-4
1-3
8 8
Thursday, February 24
Wssterfleld .. 1-2
2-2
0 4
6:00
Totals
88-84 19-31 49 91 Dales Rails—69'ers
6:00
P. R. (78)
FG
FT P T Raiders—Rirbar arus
Downtowners—Royals
6:00
Cancel
10-14 5-6
8 25
4
6:00
Toro
6-13 3-3
5 15 Shoeman'9 5—Hillbillies
1
7:00
Adorno
5-10 2-4
9 12 Haftfield—Packers
2
7:00
PorraU
i-!>
0-0
4 2 Pairoits-^J. R.
S
7:00
Gutierrez
6-12 0-0
4 12 Titans—Hotdogs
4
7:00
Cestero
4-8
0-0
3 8 Sigma Chi Delta—Braves
8:00
1
Baec
1-3
0-0
2 2 Mners—Rompers
8:00
2
Pietri
1-1
0-0
12 AW-Stjrs—Adams
4
8:00
DiiolS
0-8
1-1
3 1 Huns—Old Timers
8:00
3
Cabrera
0 4)
0-0
10 Hornets—Celtics
Totals
34-73 11-14 39 78
The following teams are out of league because of forfeits:
Off-Campus, Mmks, Flashers, Braves, and Beaver Corps.

I

FOUND: A GIRI.'S CLASS
rlns. Initials inside. Found
outside Combs Building last
semester. Inquire with Mrs.
• Park in
the
Periodicals
Room in the Combs Building.

Outstanding Cadet

Monday, February 21
TEAM
Dales Raits—Tackett
Raiders—-BuMdofis
Beavers—Dead beats
Downtowner*—Morgan r
Shoemuis 5—Nats
OO—HMfield
FUroit—F*tapctrick
Clouds—Tilians
Sigma Chi Delta—Stephens
All-Stars—Huns
Hometa—Adams

Bulletin
Board

Don-Id H. Smith, JT. is the outstanding Pershdn*' Rifle cadet.
He was awfirded the honor at the eleventh annual National
Honorary Society of Rershing Rifles-

Intramural Basketball Schedule

Over Puerto Ricans

the eighth ranking jumper In
America last year.
Larry Whalen First in Mile
In the Kentuckiana Mile Larry
Whalen. Eastern senior and Jan.
Halth, Eastern freshman from
Sweden, ran first and second
and Jim Beasley, a junior, ran
fifth. Whalen's winning time was
4:16.
Grant Colehour. freshman, ran
fifth in the two mile in 9:22.8.
Eastern's Mile Relay team,
composed of Ron Benson, Vern
Brooks. Andrew Cash, and Ron
Benson, was the winner in 3:19.8
which broke Kentucky State's
3:21.5 set in 1964.
Eastern's next meet is at the
S.E.U.S. Championship in Chatanooga on February 18 and 19.
Coach Smith will take only a
skeleton crew to the meet.

FOUND: MEN'S BLACK
glasses in brown leather
case. Dr. Dewey E. Jones,
Optometrist, Harlan, li inscribed on the case. Inquire
In the Progress office, Roark
8.
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Records fell easily as the talented University of Cincinnati
swimmers overpowered the hostI ine Eels 63-32 in a dual meet
! held last Saturday. One Eastern
j team record and four pool records were eased as U.C. tacked
on the first defeat Eastern has
suffered in the Alumni Coliseum
pool. Eastern had
won 11
straight meets in their home
ponl.
Cincinnati's attack on the pool
records was devastating as they
set marks in the 200 fly (2:05.3),
100 free (:49.7). 200 back (2:10.1
and the free relay (3:24.6).
Rtn Walker Breaks Record
Bright spot for Eastern was
steadv Rill Walker's 100 free effort (: 50.91. which knocked two
tenths from «re nldfldioot-mark.
Walker now holds 5 individual
school records and is a member

Varsity Rifle Team
Sets Record Score
Last Saturday the Varsity
Rifle team walked out of the University of Louisville range with
their highest team score in the
history of the Rifle team. They
beat their opponents 1317 to
1269.
William Rigby, Dale Jackson,
and Donald Batille also fired
their highest Individual scores
with a 267, 267, and 260 respectively. The other two men that
fired were Ralph Klabu with 259
and Carroll with 2S9.
This weekend the team will
travel to Western and Murray
on a three-day meet.

Set tin world's only
folly automatic deaner!

JEfottro&ix

of both record-breaking relays.
He also scored two of the three
first tallies against U.C. John
Warren, senior diver, chalked
up the other win.
Five of the ten swimming
events were won by less than
1.5 seconds. Eastern was on the
short end in four of these.
The most exciting event of the
afternoon was the 200 vd. indivldiiil medlev which had th<*
finish: Stacv (U.C.) 2:11.6: Hill
(E) 2:124: Rob WnlVer (E) 2:
12.5; Kute (U.C.) 2:13.0.
Another charging finish saw
ELECTROLUX CORP.
this result in the 200 breast
stroke: Mores»n (U C ) 2:29.7:
615 E. MAIN
Bob Walker (E) 2:30.6; Vanes
(U.C.) 2:31.1.
PHONE 828-8865
- Stronger ThJa Year
■ ^
"Manv peonle have asked me
if we are weaker this vesr than
la«t." said Coach Donald Combs',
"and I have to say no. We are
stronger, We have broken six
of 10 school records already this
venr. We hold 9 nool records in
other pools, which we set this
vear. We have all but five of
cur own ooll records. Our big
problem this vear has been the
illness of Rick Hill, whom we
have counted on for 15 points
every meet. We should be getting stronger all the time now
SIX EXOUiSil c ST tlES I
as we Drepare to defend the
KISC Championship, as Rick
Hill has started working out
again."
This Saturday Eastern's Eels
travel to Union College for a
meet. Wednesday night the Eels
put their "four year undefeated
by a Kentucky team" on the
line when they meet the U.K.
Catfish at Lexington.

FACTORY-AUTHORIZED
SALES AND SERVICE

DRY CLEANERS
Where your clothes receive that
personal care that only long
experience can give.
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
We Guarantee To Please.
240 S. SECOND

McCORDS
JEWELRY

BREWER'S 66 SERVICE
FREE
HI FREE — CAR LUBRICATION WITH
OIL CHANGE AND
FILTER
FREE —PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
EASTERN COLLEGE BY-PASS
623-3161

Richmond
1 -HOUR
Dry Cleaners

WELCOME TO

DIAL-623-1707

J.VM.

MMUM.

jm^

Plenty Of Free Parking

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry
"If you're too busy studying- to Jo your wash,
let our attendants do It tor you."

2 Mocks off W. Main.
Corner of roptor & Lomboray Streets
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

-(i)The MOST In
Dry Cleaning

RICHMOND

•DBKtvni ora

FEATURES:

One Hour
"Martinizing"

U. S. 25

PHONE 623-1368

Eastern Students and Faculty

CO-ED SIGNETS

USf VALUABLE COUPrV

oeMtfS

DIXIE

Gip Porke
"2 great economy cars—SImca" and VW
which gives you more?"

bit

-(*)-

Two Drive In
Windows
"No Parking Worries"

RESTAURANT

~»)~
Home of

Three Hour Shirt
Launch?-" Anytime"

The Famous
J-BOY

~<4>-

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPAN1

"For People
Who Care"

■

4
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Dr. Patrick
AMS Meet
Speaker
Dr. Alfred Patrick, Chairman
of the Business Education Department at Eastern, was the
speaker for the Lexington chapter of the Administrative Management Society Feb. 10.
The regular meeting of the
AMS, which is held monthly,
was at the Campbell House in
Lexington. The AMS is a national organization and is composed primarily of administrative managers from business and
industry.
The title of Dr. Patrick's
speech was "Training Tomorrow's Office Manager Today."
The speech dealt with some of
the changing concepts in office
management which have resulted mainly from, automation
and electronic data processing;
some predictions were made as
to the types of training and education tomorrow's office managers will receive.

(Continued From Page One)
formed of the purpose of the
Experiment and the intention
of selection.
While there have been some
half-dozen applicants, it Is disappointing that more have not
taken advantage of this opportunity.
Publicity Committee; Bread*
Phllpot, Chairman.
The function of the Publicity
Library Science, but less than Committee
is to serve the
the Master's.
other committees by giving
3. Have had at least 2 years them publicity for their proexperience as an elementary jects. In doing so, this semesschool librarian.
ter special coverage in the
4. Are returning to an ele- Eastern Progress has been
mentary school library in Sep- given to the Experiment protember.
ject and the campus-wide FraAll applications will be evalu- ternity-Sorority Committee.
ated by a selection committee Small picture articles of each
standing committee are now
of librarians and educators.
Nine hours of graduate cred- being featured In the Progress
it, if desired, will be received In order to acquaint the studin library science, upon success- ent body with the committees
ful completion of the Library which have been formed this
year.
Institute.
Social Committee; Larry
The program will consist of Rees, Chairman.
three areas of study: The EleThe purpose of the Social
mentary Librarian as a Teach- Committee
to provide enterer; Problems in Elementary tainment foris the
student body.
School Library Science; The
The committee hopes to
Elementary Librarian as a Ma- sponsor one and possibly two
terials Specilist.
concerts during the coming
Surveys wiil be made of cur- semester. Possible attractions
rent trends and teaching, meth- are the Brothers Four, the
ods with particular emphasis on Back Porch Majority, Tijauna
the teaching of reading.
Brass, and the Dick Clark CarThe major emphasis of this avan.
Institute Committee; Doug
course is on a study of the
alms, functions, and organiza- Horaley, Chairman.
tions of elementary school li- The purpose of the Student
brary which are basic to the Council Institute is to present
effective elementary school li- a program for the representabrary research, reading guid- tives of the student governments of various high schools
ance, and story-telling.
Other emphasis is put on the so that they may gain greater
development of an understand- insight Into how to make their
ing of the concept of the libra- student governments a basis
ry as a learning center which upon which to formulate such
acquires, organizes, and circu- bodies.
This Institute will be schelates all types of instructional
duled as soon as feasible folmaterials.
lowing spring vacation.
Miss Margaret Roser of the
Library Science Department
here and other specialist on the
staff as well as outstanding
guest staff members, lecturers,
consultants and authorities in
the library field will be on the
staff throughout the Institute to
coordinate the program.
Those who wish to submit
applications should apply directly to the institute director
Miss Betty K. Hatfield. Address
the form to: NDEA Institute
for Elementary School Librarians, Eastern Kentucky State
College, Richmond, Kentucky,
40475.
Housing and dining for Institute participants wll lbe provided in campus facilities. In
the air conditoned rooms the
cost will be J86..25 for single
occupancy, and S57.50 for double. In the non-air-conditioned
single occupancy will be $78.75
and double will be $52.50.
Special hotel accomodatlons
for families have been arranged. For two people the cost will
be S106.00, for three peoP*e$183.75, and for four, $210.00.
The above rates are based on
the eight weeks of. occupancy.
Dining facilities will be available in the college cafeterias.
These cafeterias operate on a
cash basis and prices will compare with those generally found
on college campuses.
Applications must be postmarked no later than March 21,
1966.
Accepted applicants and alternates are to be notified between April 7 and April 14.
Letters of acceptance from
the applicants and alternates
are to be postmarked no later
than April 23, 1966.

Eastern To Host
NDEA Institute
Eastern will host the eightweek NDEA Institute for Elementary School Librarians June
13 through August 5.
The purpose of the Institute
is to give the participants a
better understanding of Uie role
that school librarians can and
should play in the total educational program.
The Institute is designed to
'help m-servic<j librarians to
work more effectively wth students, teachers, and materials
which are available to them.
There are certain criteria for
application to the Institute
which will be limited to thirty
elementary librarians of Kentucky and the Appalachian
area who:
1. Hold the bachelor's degree
from an accredited college;
2. Have at least 15 hours in

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400

Your New York Life
Agent on the Campus

MORRIS WELL
Barber Shop

m

GEORGE RIDINGS, Jr.
CLASS OF '•<
New York Life Insurance Company
111 Bennlngton Court

Specializes In Collegiate Style Hair Curs
Water St., next to the Bus Station

Life Insurance Group Insurance Annuities
Health Insurance Pension Plans
leg
of
CM
azi

Visit
BURGER
BROIL
ha'I
(«

The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
ana French rnes.

Vts, Cm a new chick around here. I teach English. /

And I'm meeting my date tonight at

Shakes:

Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference.
WALGREEN AGENCY DRUG STORE
2nd & Main
Richmond, Ky.

West Main Street

^7 '•
^rarex

Complete Line

PLAIN WEAVE

with FaraPress,
NEVER NEED
47
IRONING
°°
lightweight, sturdy, finely
^^fc^
woven slacks that keep their jj|
Jffa
fresh-as-new-look.

KDRATRON

Colon: Ivy B.igt, Block,
light Oliv», Charcoal,
Novy. Dark Oli»o
Unoth. 28" to 34"

KTT
JlNCOlfOHATUJ

200 & 214 West Main Street
Richmond, Kentucky

■
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We

Davis Tires
TruTone Radios

& t.V.'s

Home
Furnishings
WESTERN
AUTO STORE
Behind the Courthouse

.The idea's not as crazy as it may seem.
Anytime we take a jet up, there are almost
always leftover seats.
So it occurred to us that we might be able
to fill a few of them, if we gave the young
people a break on the fare, and a chance to
see the country.
The American Youth Plan*
We call the idea the American Youth Plan,
and what it means is this:
American will pay half the jet coach fare
for anybody 12 through 21.
It's that simple.
All you have to do is prove your age (a birth
certificate or any other legal document will do)
and buy a $3 identification card.
We date and stamp the card, and this entitles you to a half-fare ticket at any American
Airlines counter.
The only catch is that you might have to
wait before you get aboard; the fare is on a
standby basis.
"Standby" simply means that the passengers with reservations and the servicemen
get on before you do.
Then the plane's yours.
The American Youth Plan is good year

round except for a few days before and after
the Easter, Thanksgiving and Christmas
rushes.
If you can't think of any places you'd like
to go offhand, you might see a travel agent
for a few suggestions.
We can't add anything else.
Other than it's a marvelous opportunity
to just take off.
Complete this coupon—include your $3.
(Do not send proof of age—it is not needed
until you have your ID validated.)
In addition to your ID card, we'll also send
you a free copy of AA's Go Go American
with $50 worth of discount coupons.
American Airlines Youth Plan
633 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

t
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Name.
Address.
City
Birth date.
Color of hair.

.State.

-Zip__

.Signature.
.Color of cyrtini <$

American Airlines
I

ft ...- •

Auto Ports &
Accessories

Record Players
and Records

Waitta Ji" to 44"

Richmond, Ky.

.-.

To any kid
who'd like to go

Western Auto

I
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Eastern's Lee Majors
On Road To Stardom
■

'

.......

(Editor'* Note: The following
, iiJliclr ulmu( KUSIITII'K own liar
vej- Yi-ary, now known aa Lee
Major*. I* extracted from a
slovj in tile February 18 IsNue
ot T .V. Guide.)

When stmw-tmsinpss savants
. predict stardom tor a new actor,
it is a common press-agent practice to""hail Mm'as,'let us gay,
"the new James Dean." So It
was with a tall, 34-year-old,
blond, blue-eyed kid from Kentucky named Lee Majors, who
plnya Heath Oarkley In ABC's
"The Big Vaney."
The only difference in Majors'
case is that he actually does resemble the.- late James Dean
somewhat. He is a kind of moody
introspective, yet devastatingly

©MADISON

Now!

At 1:30 ■
4.-00 - 6:90 B:10 P. M.

THE BiGQEST BOND

OF All!

rf

THUMDERBAUT
WM StfawmsTS
EARLY SHOW SAT.
AT 11:00 A. M.
(Doors OpM 10:30 PM)

Campus Flick
HIRAM;.BROCK
AULfrCrtlUM
February 18, Friday
"GENGHIS KHAN"
Omar Sharif, Stephen
Boyd, James Mason,
Yovrtne Mitchell
Also, Lost Planet —
Third Chapter
February 21, Monday
"MIRAGE"
Gregory Peck,
Dianne Baker
February 22, Tuesday
"HOVTTHE WEST
WAS WON"
Gregory Peck,
Carroll Baker
February 23, Wed.
'INCREDIBLE
MR. LIMPET'
Don Knotts,
Carole Cook
February 24, Thurs.
No Movie
Community Concert
February 25, Friday
"SONS OF
KATIE ELDER"
John Wayne, Dean
Martin, Martha Hyer
February 28, 1966
"A BOY
TEN FEET TALL"
Edward G. Robinson,
Furgus McClelland
Selected Short Subjects
All Programs
Ticket Office
Opens 7:00 P.M.
Starting Time 7:30 P.M.
One Show Only
Admission 50c
Children Under 12
25c

.•••••

direct young man who lives alone on a three-acre ranch in
Malibu along with two horses,
10 dogs, a raccoon and a burro;
reads books about the power of
positive thinking; and, when
asked how he (eels about women
replies, "They turn me on." He
broke all the "humble" rules.
Here was an ex-physical education instructor who, before he
tested for "The Big Valley" last
spring, had never faced a camera in his life; yet he was able
to say with perfect equanimity,
"After a few years in TV, I'd
like to do movies. Seven years
from now, If everything works,
I'll be getting an Academy Award nomination."

Dean. I never knew the man.
Actually you have to build your
own Image. I've found my place.
I've something I want to give."
A pause. Then he adds wistfully,
"If you weTe a football player,
wouldn't you want to go to the
Rose Bowl?"
In the tunimtr of IMS no one
had ever heard of Lee Majors.
He came to Los Angeles fresh
from Eastern Kentucky State
College with a football-playing
background and a degree in physical education. He paid his rent
working as a recreation director
for the city of Los Angeles.
Somewhere along the line it occurred to him that this was Hollywood and that actors were
somewhat better paid than reOvernight Sensation?
creation directors. He got himWell, he may not get that no- self a dramatic coach, Estelle
mination on schedule, but If he Harman; an agent, Dick Clayton
doesn't it won't be Ms fault. who also happened to have been
Majors, came. into television at James Dean's agent; and a
the beginning of the present faraway look in his eye. Two
season with about the noisiest years later he was on the stage
send-off a young, inexperienced at CBS Studio Center rehearsing
actor can get. Hollywood know- lines for "The Big Valley," pickit-alls freely predicted that he ed from several dosen aspirants
would become an overnight sen- for the same Job, most of them
sation. Something about those professionals, as if—well, didn't
boyish good looks, that Paul everybody?
Newman stance, that faint
was scary," he remembers
James Dean-like suggestion that "I"It
was nervous. I still find It
for all the virility, he could use
nerve-racking.
I knew it would
a mother, caused ordinarily be mentally exhausting,
though
skeptical, observers to flip their
waa hardly prepared for the
corks over him. Barbara Stan- Iphysical
grind. But it was what
wyck, his co-star, found his I wanted to do. And I had con"magnetism" irresistable. took fidence in my ability. I really
him under her wing and tried to
All this James Dean stuff,
help get him over the Jitters that did.
beset him during the early shoot- a kind' of humble magnetism.
rather be Steve McQueen,
ing. It was no secret among the I'd
cool, composed; and Paul Newcast that Majors was receiving
animal masculinity. And
the most attention and publicity. man,
that's my idea, not the publicity
As associate producer Lou department's."
Morheim put it, "He's not exactly the rage of the network, but "TosHive-thinking Helped
his fan mail is tremendous,
Still he admits identifying
twice as much as any of his with Dean. "Not that I got into
co-stars." What then is Majors? trouble or had a bad time as a
"Well," explains Jules Levy, kid. I didn't. I was raised with
one of his three producers, "you loving care by an aunt and unhave to remember that there cle who adopted me after my
are five other stars. It took the real parents died. But I didn't
Bonanza guys two years to catch know I was adopted until I dison. Besides Lee isn't the whole covered It aecidently when I was
show...."
like IS. I was hurt, resentful.
Later I got depressions .That Was
Compared to James Dean
"Stars are different from act- when I took to reading books
like
"The Magic of Believing"
ors. I can get you actors by the
dozens. I know great ones who and "As a Man Thlnketh."
can't get themselves arrested. Positive-thinking books, only
This kid, on the other hand, more complicated.They helped."
They auto fortify his belief—a
jumps out of the screen at you.
One day people will come to very real one with Majors—that
he will get to the top if only be
discover it."
Majors' own view of his "fail cause getting to the top is the
ure" to Justify the great ex. name of the game, and it is the
pectations of the know-lt-alls is game he has elected to play.
more direct and to the point. Nothing else has much reality
He says, "Everybody has to be for Lee. He speaks uneasily o{
compared to somebody. So wjth his marriage at 17 which ended
-divorce, and of his 4-year-old
me It happened to be Janses
n, whoat hioccasienaliy vhjflsl
;r•S ''.
5 profeMesTo dislike the HOTlywood-a-gJCgo atmosphere. "If
the party means wearing a tie,
I won't go to It:"
v
Instead he likes to stick around his Malibu ranch, a rustic one-bedroom affair with 4 Miles South on U. S. 25
horse corral, water out of a well
BereaBoad - Phone 628-1718 and all those animals which by
and large he finds more dependable than people. Unfortunately
Saturday & Sunday
his 6-foot boa constrictor died.
However, be can always fall
Double Feature!
back on the ladies for company.
7:10 & 10:15 P.M.
And there are plenty, although
Susan Haywerd
he still tends to favor one Miss
Pattl Chandler, a model-actress
Betty Davis
of his acquaintance.
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Major General Benjamin J. Butler, Commanding General, 100th Division (training), spoke
here Monday on the position' of the U.S.
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Miss Thermo-Jac
Contest
and
TJ Model Search

Movies for Majors

Meantime his confidence has
Increased immeasurably. "I used to think J bad to know every
word of the script. I might goof
up the abet. I don't worry any
more. I say the lines the way
that's ■comfortable for me."
Already he is looking forward
to the summer hiatus so he can
do a movie. "Movies are the
major leagues. I'm going to take
my time, look'em all over. I
won't do anything unless it la
right. I have sent back three already." And he Is set for at
least three rodeos, a dodge he
learned from the "Bonanza"
folks and which brings In only
ra-o-n-e-y.
Where win it all end?

Saturday, February 19

p

WIN A COMPLETE TJ OUTFIT!
Come on in Saturday, Feb. 19 between 9:00 A.M.
and 5:00 P. Ivi.... try on your favorite Thermo-Jac
item . . . we'll take your picture . . . and you're in
our "Miss Thermo-Jac Contest"! Win a complete
TJ outfit ... see your picture in the paper!

HARFORD COUNTY
an untxetikd location -

Bring your friends . . . have fun . . . and find out
how to apply to
BE A THERMO-JAC MODEL IN SEVENTEEN!

• ATTRACTIVE
fOSITIONI
• COMPETITIVE
SALARIES

Saturday, Feb. 19, 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

"INVITATION
TO A
•00 tsaehar* assess far Scptambei
Scheaals sa totsrriew now!
GUNRGHTER"
Oar MssamUBn w* ts « —
Yul Brynner,
Janet Blair
Wednesday Feb. 23rd
Cartoons!

Come to our Thermo-Jac Hot Do| Stand.. .see
all the latest TJ items... find out how you may'
be a TJ model in Seventeen Magazine I
FREE HOT DOGS AND COCA COLA
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Come town

Richmond on tf. S. 85.
Ph. OSS-TOW

Two Big
Features!
'TWO FOR THE
SEE-SAW
with Robert
Mi+chum and
Shirly McClain

Major General Butler Leads Discussion

KESSLER'S

tVi miles North ot

Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
Feb. 18-19-20
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At least one State offte$* is Which are more costly, Oayle
happy about the recent" 'big said. The University of Kentucsnows and frosty temperatures. ky, in a continuing research proIn fact, he'd like to see the wea- gram, is testing new chemicals
to control adult mosquitos. The
ther get even colder.
Coburn Oayle, director of .the control data Is passed along to
Department of Agriculture's Gayle.
peat and noxious weed control
division, said that "without this
severe weather and zero degree
temperatures, the Salt Marsh
mosquito would get an early
start this year in Western Kentucky."
"This wintery weather, both
cold and snow, should delay an
early
mosquito
Infestation,"
Oayle said. He pointed out that . A very warm and congenial
the snow in itself isn't enough. man Is Dr. Kai-fu Tsao, new
Without zero-cold, the snow act- professor in the history departually helps the Insect better sur- ment. He came to Eastern to
vive the winter.
Eastern the fall semester.
Dr. Tsao TS a native of I-Yang
Because of mild weather earlier this winter, Gayle reported Hunan China which Is in South
there it a greater than usual China. He received his Bachenumber of adult Salt Marsh mo- lors degree from National Cheng
squitos "over-wintering".in West chi University.
ern Kentucky. It is a hardy speHe came to the United States
cies and can survive consider for the first time in 1956 and
able amounts of cold weather— received his master of arts debut zero-degree temperatures gree In history from Southern
kill large numbers of the pest.
Carolina University. He had a
The Insect caused numerous .fellowship at South Carolina. He
was positioned as research asproblems last year.
A bumper crop of mosquitos sistant at Teaohers College, Colproduced a crop of bumps on the umbia University.
Dr. Tsao's major area was
exposed areas of many Kentuckians. The Salt Marsh variety is the study of the Par East. His
minor
was modern European
capable also of carrying Eastern Encephalitis—a "sleeping history.
When asked his impression of
sickness" disease. However, no
cases of the disease within the Eastern, Dr. Tsao replied that
state were traced to the Insect the faculty with which he worked was very friendly and helplast year.
- An outbreak of St. Louis En- ful and. that the students were
cephalitis near Danville in 1964 very nice and cooperative.
He stated that he enjoys teachwas attributed to the Northern
House mosquito. This disease, ing very much and his plans
which is usually associated with are to continue in the teaching
migratory birds, poultry and field.
livestock, is transmittable to
man through bites of the insect,
NEW SHIPMENT!
Gayle said.
Larviciding Is the most efORIGINAL GERMAN
ficient and least expensive way
to controy the Western Kentucky
mosquito problem, according to
Oayle. Used very successfully
last year over 10,000 acres of
Western swamp and pond areas,
it consists of spraying fuel oil on
swamps and breeding areas during February and March, before
the mosquito eggs hatch.
The spraying is done by plane,
which is leased by the Agricul4 Blade Pocket Knives
ture Department. As the eggs
Genuine
Stag Handles
hatch into larvae, or "wigglers,"
the oil prevents the larvae from
obtaining oxygen at the water's
surface ami they are killed beKicnmonO, Sly.
fore becoming adults.
Sole u.5. importer
Once hatched, the adult moVery limited Qutntiry
squitos may have to be controlNt.i to ftaglty't 623-1292
led by the use of chemical spray
and fogging machines, the use of
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"WHERE LOVE
HAS GONE"
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Ex-Maroon Compliments Eastern

Faculty
Fitness
Tonight

Eastern ProgrestPagt)

8

Placement Positions

and resides at 2232 Wynkoop, he will be assigned to a Marine daughter was born to them on many years. Prof. Caudlll was
By LORRAINE FOLEY
Corps organization for duty or May 6, 1966, and was named dean of men and assistant' to the
Colorado Springs, Col.
Alumni Editor
R is my important that ail graduating seniors sign-up
GEORGEANNE A. DAVIS, '51 further training. His mailing ad- Cara. The Young family lives at {resident at Murray State ColM.D. AMBURGEY, '11, has
with the Placement Bureau in the immediate future. ■
Springlake Drive,' Louisville age from 1928-45, and for the
been very complimentary of the (now Mrs. Richard M. Wilson) dress is Rm. G-817, Camp Bar- 8111
On campus interviews are continuing in the r»»«—~
Ky. where Douglas la employed
Quantico, Va.
nta6
next
three
years
was
president
progress of Eastern as reported is head of the girl's P.E. Dept. rett,
Faculty
Fitness
Night
will
Office and all graduating seniors should take ^^
lJ"
MERRITT. '66, teach- by Llly-Tullp Cup Corp. and was of Campbellsville College. A naIn the recent Alumnus Magazine at Brawley Union High School, esVICKIE
be held tonight from 7 until
these opportunities to interview with numerous K*3™^ ■£""{
4th grade In Klsslmmee, Fla. recently promoted to District
and the recent issues of the Pro- Brawley, Calif. Her husband is and resides at 2118 Orange Blvd. Manager and is responsible for tive of Knott County, he was a
9
p.m.
Instead
of
being
in
the
industry,
business,
and
school
systems
throughout
the
uratea
graduate, of Eastern, Peabody
gress. He is especially interested a Juvenile Officer for the ImAlumni Coliseum It will be
States
Kentucky and certain areas of College and the University of
in the reports of Athletic events perial County Sheriff's Dept. Kisslmmee.
Each person desiring to discuss employment opportunities
held In the Weaver Health
IndlanaTafid Illinois.
STEVE
ALAN
LEACH,
'66,
of
They
have
two
children,
KimChicago.
since he was a member of the
Building. The sports that will with the recruiters should come to the Placement Office ana
Waynesburg, is presently doing
Dr.
JAMES
C.
MURPHY,
'54,
first football team at Eastern.
IN MEMORIAM
The office has Just recently
be available are basketball,
sign for a defimjte time to be interviewedgraduate work at Eastern and
"As beginners," he wrote, we did Richmond dentist; was elected berly Anne, 8 years of age; and
Profaqaor W. M. CAUDILL, teamed tof the death of Mrs.
volleyball, badminton, swimMONDAY, FEBRUARY 21
. _
_
chairman
of
the
Kit
Carson
Boy
not have the success that modem
THE GROSSE POINTE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM, Grosse
ming, trampoline and pingBryan Davis who Is 14 months '10, who served at three Ken- CHRISTINE SNAPP TUDOR,
Scout
District
recently.
For
the
teams are having, but we did
pong. We are urging you and
Pointe, Mich., will be on campus from 9 a.m. uraW 4 p.p.
old. The Wilson family resides tucky Colleges died at Morehead '33, wife of HERBERT B. TUwear the Maroon!" After gradua- past two years Dr. Murphy has at 602 Sunset Drive, Brawley, Ky. December 5, 1965. He had DOR, '33, of Covlngton, Ky. Her
your family or date to come
All persons interested in learning of teaching opportunities
served
the
district
as
chairman
tion, Mr. Amburgey earned in
been director of public relations death occurred in December,
and enjoy an
evening of
in Grosse Pointe Will be welcomed.
92227.
Agriculture at University of Ky. of the organization and exten- Calif.
sports and physical activity.
THE CARROLL COUNTY SCHOOLS, Carrollton, wiU be on
residing at 444 Breck Avenue in at Morehead State College for 1964.
sion
committee.
Under
Murphy's
in 1916 and spent his working
campus from 10 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. to interview students
days in the Agricultural Exten- leadership and with the guid- Richmond.
Ti
for teaching positions in their school system for the 19otM>7
.Graduates Honored by JC's
sion Service. He secured his ance of retiring chairman, Forschool year.
•
„
.'.._
Word was recently received In
M.A. degree in Agricultural est Hume, boy scout member- the office that two of Eastern's
GIRARD LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA, will talk with
Economics at Missouri Univer- ship in the five county district graduates had been named Outseniors interested in a career with their company. They
sity in 1931. He is now retired on reached an all-time high. Elect- standing Young Educator In
will be. on campus from 9 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
a small farm at Warrensburg, ed vice-chairman was CLAUDE their respective Kentucky countTUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22
BIVINS, '51. Dr. Murphy is mar■ i
■ i
LEXINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Lexington, will be on campus
Mo., Route 4.
ried to the former BETTY ies. Mrs. Troy Foley (LINDA
interviewing seniors in all grade level, from 9 a.m. until 4:30
Dr. OTIS C. AMIS, '29, is re- CRANK, '54, and they have one BILBRO, '60), an English inp.m.
covering satisfactorily after be- son. Their residence is located structor at Corbin High School
FAJJtBORN OXTY SCHOOL, Fatrbornv Ohio, will be on campus
ing confined to the Campbells- at 125 Leimaur Drive, Richmond Corbin, Ky. and JERRY WAGto interview all grade levels in elementary, and all subjects
villc Hospital for three week* 40475.
NER,- '62, '66, an Industrial Arts
in high school, especially interested in elementary positions,
following a heart attack on Janteacher
In
Henry
County.
ruary 17, at the Lexington Coli- p.m. Tuesday and at 3 on WedDON FELTNER, '56, coordiby Joyce Lee
9:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
uary 15. Dr. Amis is convalesTills Outstanding Young Edseum which should delight the nesday.
Progress Feature Writer
. CARMAN SCHOOL DISTRICT, Flint, Mich., will be on campus
cing at his home at 508 North nator of public affairs at East- ucator Program is sponsored by
hearts of balletomanes. Not a
to interview for Speech Correction: 9 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
Central Avenue, Campbellsville. ern has b£en_named. Kentucky the JAYCEES, In Kentucky.
During the month of February formal ballet but it is a ballet
1st grade
ium will have "The FantasDr. Amis is vice president of membership chairman of the
WEDDINGS
there
will
be
many
things
to
do,
and folk music festival. Curtain ticks" performed by the GeorgeNational Council of College Pub- JOHNSON—PRICE
3rd grade
Campbellsville College.
In
Kentucky.
Several
museums
time
is
8
p.m.
lication Advisers. Feltner is ad5th grade
town College troupe. Admission
LILLIAN JOHNSON, '57, was of modern and historical InterRev. William F. McGibney, '31 viser of Eastern's award-win"The Subject Was Roses," a $1.50. Performances are at 8:80 WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
is paster of the Blue Baptist ning student publications—The married to Johnson Price of Lan- est and value will be open to
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF HARTFORD COUNTY, Bel Air.
live drama, will be playing at p.m. February 22, 24, 26.
Church at 4980 Ridge Crest Milestone and The Eastern Pro- caster in April, 1965. Lillian the general public.
Md., will be on campus interviewing for elementary and
the Louisville Brown Tneater
Kenlake State Park opens its
Drive, Cincinnati (Blue Ash) gress—two of the country's lead- teaches commerce at Garrard
These museums are: Speed February 17-19. Show time to
secondary grade levels, 9 a.m- until 4 p.m.
1966 season on vast 158,000County
High
and
her
husband
Ohio 45242.
Museum,
displaying
a
group
calling prize winners. The Milestone
DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Detroit, Mich., wiH be on campus
MARGARET HIERONYMUS this year won the mythical "Tri- Is Postmaster in Lancaster. ed 100 Years of American Real- 8:30, with a 2:30 matinee on the acre Kentucky Lake at Hardin
to
interview all interested elementary and secondary teacher
19th.
February 25.
WELSH, '31, has resided in Ven- ple Crown" of Journalism, receiv Their mailing address is Route ism, water colors by 76 great
candidates, 2 p.m. until 4:30 p.m.
On
February
23
at
the
MemorAlso
another
drama
In
Louezuela almost continuously since ing top ratings from each of the 2, Lancaster, Ky.
Ameriacn artists. Museum hours
ial Auditorium in Louisville Jose THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24
1942. She and her family are three major national Journalism CHAMBLESS—WEST
are 2 .to 4 Tuesday through Sat- lsvlUe February 17-28 at the Greco and his troupe, probably LOUISVILLE PUBOO SCHOOLS, Louisville, wiH be on campus
Actor's
Theater
is
Moliere's
The marriage ot MISS RITA urday and 2 to 6 on Sunday.
planning to return to the United rating services, Including the
to interview everyone interested in teaching in their school
States in July, 1966 and expect All-American fromthe Associat- CHAMBLESS, '65, to Mr. Henry Closed Mondays and holidays. comic satire "School for Wives." the most famous Spanish dancsystem, elementary and secondary for 196*67 school year,
ers
alive,
will
dazzle
their
audiCurtain
times
are
8:30
Tuesdays
West
was
solemnized
on
Decemto reside in Richmond, at which ed Collegiate Press, the A-Plus
At the Pratt Museum in Fort
9 a-m. to 3:30p.m.
■ _"
■
ence
with
a
number
of
famous
through
Saturdays,
7:30
Sundays
time Margaret is looking for- from National School Yearbook ber 24, 1965. They are making Campbell a wide variety of
NORTH RIDGBATLLE CITY SCHOOLS, North RidgevTllle, Onto,
ward to being an active partici- Association, and the Medalist their home in Cincinnati, Ohio equipment, curios, weapons, and and a 2:30 matinee Wednesdays dances. Curtain time is 8:30
will interview between the hours of 9 to 4:30. They are
p.m.
pant in alumni affairs. Her pre- from the Columbia Press Asso- where Rita teaches In the But- other airborne warfare memor- and Saturdays.
interested in talking with seniors in elementary and secondA
Livestock
Show
and
Sale
ler
County
Schools
and
Mr.
West
sent address is Mrs. L.V. Welsh, ciation. Mr. Feltner Is married
abilia are on display in this
Ramsey Lewis Trio
ary fields.
at
the
Fairgrounds
In
Louisville
is
employed
by
Southern
Bell
Apartado 45, Barcelona, Vene- to the former Marthalyn Jo Holfree museum every day from
1
At the Memorial Auditorium February 25-26 marks the fifth FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26
zuela.
one to 4:30 (CST).
liday, '60, and they reside at Telephone and Telegraph Co.
in Louisville on February 18 the year for the Kentucky National IBM INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION,
FRED C. TUTTLE, '42, teach- 406 Barnes Mill Road, Richmond BEADLES—DRAKE
Lexington, will be on campus to interview between the
Armored Warfare can be found
es English at the New Miami
Miss BEVERLY BEADLES, at the Patton Museum in Fort Ramsey Lewis Trio offers one Polled Hereford Show.
hours of 9 a.nt. to 4:30 p.m. They are interested hi talking
at 8:30 p.m.
A Dog Show, February 17,
High School, Hamilton, Ohio and 40475.
'68, was married February 12, Knox. Here the viewer finds performance
with students who have a background in accounting, math
Patrick Hamilton's suspense- featuring 1,000 top dogs from
HUBERT D. RAMEY, '56, 1966 at the Florence Baptist
Is pastor of the West Chester
monstrous hardware, vehicles, ful "Angel Street" is offered at
and business.
.
Baptist Mission. His mailing Capt. FC, U.S. Army Is now Ex- Church, Florence, Ky. to Mr. enemy uniforms, flags and oth- the Carriage House in Lexington more than 15 states will be com- BROWNSTOWN CENTRAL COMMUNITY SCHOOLS, Browmstown,
address is Rev. Fred C. Tuttle. ecutive Officer, 45th Finance RALPH Drake, '65, of Dayton, er captured battle equipment In February 18-19 with the cur- peting for around 500 prizes at
Ind., will interview with candidates for Undergarten, lower
1981 Rolling Hills Boulevard, Section, APO New York 09227. Ohio. Bev and Ralph will reside this permanent exhibition. It is tain time each evening at 8:30. the Louisville Fairgrounds.
elementary grades and elementary art and music, 11 a.m.
Rudolf Serkln presents an eveHe is stationed in Germany.
Fairfield, Ohio 45014.
in Dayton, Ohio at 24 Arnold open from 9 to 4:30.
Eugene
Istomln,
the
piano
ning of classical music at the BOARD OF EDUCATION OF HAMILTON COUNTY, Cincinnati,
DON W. MOORES, '61, is tax Place, Apt. 114. Ralph is emJAMES A. SMITH, '42, was reIn Bards town, at the Barton virtuoso, appears with the LouOhio, will have representative on campus to interview posicently promoted to comptroller manager for Gardner-Denver ployed by Inland Manufacturing Distillery, are thousands of in- isville Orchestra February 22- Lexington Coliseum on February 27.
tions for speech therapy and teachers of slow-learners in
of the University of Puget Company, Quincy, Illinois. His Co. a division of General Motors teresting items pertaining to the 23 at the Brown Theater in LouAt Abraham Lincoln's birthSound. Tacoma, Wash. He had wife, GLENDA, '60, Is a dieti- In Vandalia, Ohio.
the special areas, 9 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
Bourbon whiskey Industry which isville. Concert begins at 8:30 place, Hodgenvllle, on February
been assistant bursar and comp- tian at Blessing Hospital. Their SESLINE—CONNOR
are displayed in a beautifully
12
will
be
a
country-wide
pageHARRIET LOUISE SESLINE, maintained colonial home. Free
troller. As comptroller. Smith mailing address is 630 North 30th
ant In the streets of his birthwill be supervisor of the uni- Street, Quincy, Illinois.
•62, was married to Wlllard and open every day except Sunplace. Everyone is cordially in
CARLOS GENE CORNETTE, Harvey Connor, Jr. on Novem day from 8 to noon, and'one to
versity's financial operations —
Just off Campus on Second Street
vited
to attend the all-day fesaccounting, credit, disbursing, •60, 120 Pinecrest Drive, Ashland ber 27, 1965 at Zlon United five.
tival.
incoming mail, purchasing and 41101 is assistant division credit Church of Christ in Norwood,
February Is also an exciting
veterans affairs-. James was manager for Ashland Oil and Ohio.
month for basketball with more
CARPENTER—HELLARD
born in Kentucky and holds a Refining Company.
than nineteen collegiate games
Dr. DONALD LEWIS CROUTMiss Ellen Grayce Carpenter of major interest being played
bachelor's degree in Commerce
from Eastern and received a CHER, '62, is spending some became the bride of VICTOR February 8 through the 28th.
Good Food. Variety of Menu
Master's degree In Business Ad- time in Harlan and Henderson, HELLARD, Jr., who attended The University of Louisville vs.
Reasonable Prices
ministration from University of Ky. health centers as a part of Eastern and was Presidnet of Wtghita game to be played.FebPuget Sound In 1964. He was a his medical training before grad- the Student Council during the ruary 26th will be telecast over
business education teacher in uation in June from the Univer- school year 1964-60, on Decem- a nationwide hookup at 2:15 p.m.
-SPECIAL STUDENT MEAL TICKETSKentucky and New York schools. sity of Kentucky Medical School. ber 26th, 1966. Vic Is now a stuThe Planet Earth will be the
WILLIAM RAY ECKERLE, dent In the College of Law at subject at the Louisville Planet*
He served as office systems reEveryday a Complete Variety Dinner Is
presentative for Remington '63, has started teaching amer- the University of Kentucky, and tarlum.
Earth's formations,
faaturadat a Reduced Price
Rand, Inc., Greensboro, N.C.; ican history in Carroll County a member of Pi Kappa Alpha shape, magnetic field, core, axis,
Standard Register Co. and H. C. High School, Carrollton, Ky. He fraternity. The couple Is making land i masses, oceans, atmos. ...*..
Baker Co., both of Tacoma. and his wife, with their ZVt year their home In Versailles where phere and weather are explorSmith Joined the university staff old son, Jeffrey, reside at 410 Vic Is deputy tax' commissioner ed. The show starts at 8 p.m.
Hawkins
Street,
Harwood
Maof Woodford County.
in 1961 as assistant bursar. He
on Fridays, at one and 3 p.m.
JUNIOR ALUMNI
is a general lineNaval Reserve nor, Carrollton.
Saturdays, and on Sundays at
Lt.
PAUL
MOTLEY,
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left
ARTHUR WICKERSHAM. '40, 5. Adults pay 50 cents and asofficer, having served in World
recently
for
an
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assignand Mrs. Wlckeraham welcomed tronauts under 17, 25 cents.
War n and the Korean conflict.
His present rank Is commander. ment after having been station- a new grandson, Allan David
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ed
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Tarawa
Terrace,
N.C.
His
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Wlckeraham, Jr. on December in America is the program that
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the
former
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LYN24th.
er VIRGINIA CARLSON, '43,
takes professional actors into
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Harmon any secondary school in KenJust Around the Comer from the Court House
and they have two sons, Doug- NS CASADA, '66, and family
las and Michael, and one daugh- will reside at Sloans Valley, dur- Cook (ANN DUNN HISLE, '60) tucky. Traveling with their own
ing
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absence.
welcomed
their
first
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a
ter Judy Frances.
equipment and usually performLt. GARY A. MAYNARD, '64. daughter, on January 10, 1966. ing In the gymnasiums of variDr. CLIFF TINNELL. '43, is
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wife
and
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Greg,
are
preThe
Cook
family
resides
at
1045part time teaching In the teachous high schools, the troupe perer-education phase of Industrial sently living at 394 Spear Drive, 2 N. Woodward, Birmingham, forms
live
Shakespearean
Education at Arizona State Uni- Fort Bragg, N.C. 28307, where Michigan.
drama. The admission is nomiversity, Tempe, Arizona. His Gary is commander of a PsychoJACK, '61 k '63, and PEGGY, nal and the public is invited.
eon, Ronnie, Is a sophomore at logical Operations Printing De- '62. HATFIELD, of 411 North The partial schedule of Februthe University of Arizona in tachment, of 1st Psychological Main Street, Lawrenceburg, Ky. ary engagements Includes:
chose the name Lydia Suzanne
Tucson, majoring iff physics. operations Bn.
Feb. 2—George Rogers Clark
VIRGINIA SNIDOW, '65, is for their 8 lb. 14 oz. daughter High School, Wincnester.
Cliff,and his wife, GINNY, '46,
T
» •!
run the Elrancho Motor Hotel In Siw teaching at Boone County born on January 28, 1966. The
Feb. 21—EUxabethtown High
Phoenix and also have two
Igh School In the business de- Hatflelds also have a son, Jack School, Ellzabethtown.
NoDOZ Keep Alert Tablets fight off
• daughters Carol Sue and Betty partment. Her address Is 2 Gib- William, who is 13 months old.
Artmobile To Tour
Lynn. Their mailing address Is bons Street, Florence 41042.
Mr. Hatfield is employed by the
Another unique achievement the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
JIM GROSS, '65, and wife, state Dept. of Education.
El Rancho Motor Hotel, 1300
Is the Kentucky Art Guild Train, sluggishness. NoDOZ helps restore
J O C E L Y ft
FERGUSON the nation's only "artmobile," your natural mental vitality...helps
West Van Buren Street, Phoenix CECILIA CAMACHO GROSS,
'64, '65, are now residing at 115 WOLFE, 61, and Russell have a now on its fourth annual tour
Arizona 85007.
Dr. GEORGE M. GUMBERT, McCaskill, Ft.. Bragg. N.C. new daughter, Jennifer Lynne, of the state. The two traveling quicken physical reactions. You beJr., '49, a Lexington, Kentucky where Jim Is serving with the born November 22, 1965. She is artists in charge, Mr. and Mra. come more naturally alert to people
orthopedic surgeon, has been re- 302nd, ASA Bn.
also welcomed by a brother, Edward Brlnkman, open up and and conditions around you. Yet
elected secretary of the Flying
2*d Lt. RICHARD D. WEST- Jennings, age 2',i years. The welcome visitors with no admis- NoDOZ is as safe as coffee. Anytime
Physicians Association, in Miami MAN. '65. graduated from Of- Wolfe's reside at 39, 4005 W. sion charge. Here's a partial .. .when you can't afford to be dull
ficers Candidate School and is Fairfield Drive, Pensacola, Fla. schedule:
Beach, Fla.
sharpen your wits with NODOZ. *
DOUGLAS L. YOUNG, '61,
MATTIE GARDNER, '31, is now attending basic school at
Feb. 17-19—Newport
now Mrs. Charles Greathouse Quantico, Va. After graduation and Mrs. Young announce a
Feb. 24-26—Cynthiana
CAFE A3 COFFEE
A Sports Show with the very
latest sports and vacation equipment are on display February
CONGRATUATIONS TO A PROGRESSIVE EASTERN!
12-20 at the Louisville Fairgrounds.
Ballet Company At UK
The State Ballet of Hungary
offers a single performance, Feb-
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February In Kentucky
Offers Varied Activities

VARSITY GRILL

Stocktons

LANTER MOTOR CO.

Main Street

When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits
with IMoDoz „

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,
Carbureator and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and
General Repair.
"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"

Dial 623-4434

Central Music Co.

623-3248

;•

Serving a Growing Richmond'

Eastern Shopping Plaza
• Baker Heights Subdivision
• Greenway Heights Subdivision

518 Baker Ct.

623-2922

Record Shop

"CALL US

Earl B. and Ruth H. Baker Realty Co.
'The Reliable Real Estate Co.

Richmond's Only

BE OUR GUEST FOR A
"FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY

t»

FOX YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS"

"THE FINEST IN MUSIC"
Located Corner First and Water Sts.

"TRY BEFORE^ YOU BUY"

Colonel Drive In
i

■

HOME OF
(COL. SANDERS RECIPE)

m

Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
623-4528
On The Way Up-Town

TELEVISION REPAIR

KENTUCKY

Specialist In Transistors,

Fried Chicken

Phonographs, Car Radios

North America's Hospitality Dish

CLICK'S RADIO & T.V.

STATE BANK and
TRUST COMPANY
i

"Fifeure On Banking With Us"
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

W. Irvine Street

"MAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE

Phone 623-3272
#P
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